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1. 0 INTRODUCTXON

ARD Corporation has been contracted to update the NMP-2 Detailed Control Room

Design Review (DCRDR) task analysis. The task analysis is updated to ensure

that revisions to plant Emergency Operating Procedures (EOPs) do not have an

adverse affect on the ability of operators to perform the tasks necessary to
respond to emergency conditions. The task analysis update was performed using
the Plant Specific Technical Guidelines (PSTGs) and Revision 4 EOPs which are

based upon the Revision 4 BWR Owner's Group Emergency Procedure Guidelines

(EPGs).

The original task analysis was performed as part of the DCRDR in January, 1985

using Revision 0 EPGs. The current effort has identified new operator tasks

required by the PSTGs and EOPs that were not previously identified during the

original EPG task analysis. The updated task analysis also includes Operating
Procedure (OP) tasks that are referenced in the EOPs. Many of the frequently
referenced OP sections have been combined into attachments of EOP-6, EOP

Support Procedure. The analysis of EOP-6 tasks is included in this report.
The analysis of other OPs referenced in the EOPs but not contained in EOP-6,

will be included in a separate report.

The operator control and display requirements for performance of each of the

new tasks were determined though the analysis of the procedure steps with NMP-2

Subject Matter Experts (SMEs). A verification of availability and suitability
of control and display requirements was performed in the NMP-2 control room.





2. 0 METHODOIOGY

2.1 Task Xdentification

Data was gathered from previous NMP-2 task analysis efforts, the PSTGs, and

from the following EOPs:

EOP-RPV, RPV Control
EOP-PC, Primary Containment Control
EOP-SC, Secondary Containment Control
EOP-RR, Radioactivity Release Control
EOP-MSL, MSIV Leakage Control
EOP-Cl, Contingency ¹1 Alternate Level Control
EOP-C2, Contingency ¹2 Emergency RPV Depressurization
EOP-C3, Contingency ¹3 Steam Cooling
EOP-C4, Contingency ¹4 RPV Flooding
EOP-C5, Contingency ¹5 Level/Power Control
EOP-C6, Contingency ¹6 Primary Containment Flooding
EOP-6, NMP-2 EOP Support Procedures

Robert Klein, ARD Human Factors Specialist, reviewed the PSTGs and each of the
ten flowchart EOPs and identified each discreet task. The complete list of
tasks is included in Appendix A. Development of the task list included all
branches within each procedure. At each decision point in a procedure the
status determination was identified as a task and both YES and NO response

contingencies were included as tasks. Task numbers were written next to the
PSTG steps to provide a cross reference between the PSTG and the task list for
use during the verification process; step numbers in PSTGs were also included
on the task list as an additional cross reference. Procedure steps that
referenced the operator to a different EOP were not included as tasks because

operator control and display requirements would be included in the analysis of





the referenced EOP. Procedure steps that referenced the operator to an OP were

included as part of the task analysis. Procedure steps referenced in EOPs are

considered part of the EOPs. The analysis of OP steps referenced in the EOPs

will appear as a separate report for the following procedures:

OP Number

OP-10A

OP-25

OP-31

OP-33

OP-35

OP-37

OP-53A

OP-55

OP-61A

OP-62

OP-101C

Section

E.2, E.3, E.4, E.5

F.4

F.6, F.8, H.j
H.2, H.3

F.2, F.3, H.l, H.4, H.5

H.3, H.5

H.6

E.l
E.3, E.5, H.l
E.2

G.l, G.2, G.3, H.l

2.2 Identification of New Tasks

The task list generated from the PSTGs was compared with the task list from the

original task analysis. Tasks that are the same as those identified from the

Revision 0 EPG task analysis have the same task identification number as was

assigned in the original effort. New tasks have been assigned task numbers,

each new task series number starts with the letter "A" and is identified with
an asterisk the first time it appears. Appendix B contains a list of all new

tasks identified by the current analysis. The tasks identified in EOP-6 are

all new tasks and are listed separately in Appendix C.

2.3 Determination and Verification of Control and Dis la Re uirements

An analysis to determine the control and display requirements was performed for
each new task only. Tasks that are not new were analyzed during the previous
task analysis efforts.





A single task usually consists of several subtasks or action steps. Each

action step was analyzed separately with respect to its purpose in
accomplishing the higher order task and information and control needs for
performing subtask activities.

For each new task a verification was performed to evaluate the availability and

suitability of control and display requirements identified during the task

analysis. The verification was performed in the NMP-2 control room and

auxiliary control room with a SME from the Operations Department. Tasks that
require operator actions to be performed in the plant were not cove'red by this
analysis. During the verification the SME would identify the instrumentation
that was used to perform each new task. The availability and suitability of
each control and display was discussed for each instrument used in the

performance of each task action step. Characteristics of the instrumentation
were noted and discussed; for a pump control switch for example, the type of
control switch, the available switch positions, the need for feedback,

associated indications, and related display characteristics such as range;.

divisions, and units were analyzed to ensure that they provided the operator
with sufficient information and control capabilities to perform the task

effectively.





3.0 FINDINGS

The majority of the task analysis findings were observed during the analysis of
EOP-6. The only finding identified during verification of the flowchart EOPs

was found during the walkthrough of EOP-PC.

3.1 Procedure Format and Presentation

The human factors concerns of the design and layout of the flowchart EOPs were

not reviewed as part of this analysis. The flowcharts received a human factors
review by George Lapinsky of NMPC. ARD did review EOP-6 for elements of
readability such as sentence structure, style, vocabulary, and page layout.
All of these factors contribute to operator comprehension of procedure

content. The copy of EOP-6 that was reviewed was a marked-up draft; therefore,
some of the comments regarding procedure preparation may already be

incorporated.

EOP-6 lacks a consistent structure. Each of the attachments was taken from a

different OP and the layout and structure of the steps is different in each

attachment. Equipment nomenclature and identification is not presented consis-

tently. Sometimes equipment is identified only by a name and other times only
its identification number. When the equipment name is listed, it often does

not correspond with the label on the control panel. Other specific comments

regarding EOP-6 are listed in the paragraphs for the various attachments.

Consistency of presentation within a procedure may seem unimportant compared

with technical accuracy, but the presentation of the information contributes to
comprehension. A lack of consistent format and presentation can cause users to
misinterpret the procedure, miss steps, or operate the wrong equipment. EOP-6

should be carefully reviewed and edited using the NMP-2 Procedure Writers Guide

to produce a concise and consistent procedure.





3.2 EOP-PC Primar Containment Control

SP A38 Containment Drywell H2 Concentration recorder 2CMS*PR1/2/AR6B on

P898 does not provide the operator with a positive indication of the

parameter being displayed. The H2 concentration displayed may be

from the Drywell or the Suppression Chamber, depending on the sampling

path established at P875. An indication should be provided to notify
the operator of the parameter being displayed.

3.3 EOP-6 Attachment

General Isolations are listed by number, for example, "Group 4 Isolation."
These numerical designations do not correspond to any control panel

labeling or nomenclature. The procedure should provide a descriptive
title of the isolation group in addition to, or instead of the

numerical designation.

General The expected status of the valves listed for the isolations is not
specified. It should be stated that the valves listed should be

closed.

General When more than one component is to be manipulated (such as

2RHS*SOV35A,B), there should be a place for multiple entries on the

checklist. For example:

2RHS*SOV35A/35B

General Roman numerals are used on control panel designations for divisions.
For example:

Div 3 should be indicated as DIV III.

1.1.6 F.S. is not an approved abbreviation. It is recommended that fast
speed be spelled out.

1.2.4 Valves NMS*SOVlA through 1E are not identified on the control panel as

SOVs.





1.2.5 Group 6.7 Isolation should be Groups 6 and 7 Isolation.

1.2.6 Listing of component manipulations should minimize operator movement

and facilitate completion of the checklist. The list of valves should

be in an order approximating their locations on the control panels.

The list as presented has the operator walking back and forth between

P873 and P875. The valves are located in the following relative
positions on the control panels:

F873 P875

2CPS%'AOV104 2CPSAAOV110

2CPSAAOV105 2CPS%'AOV111

2CPS*SOV120

2CPS*SOV119

2CPS%'AOV107 2CPS%'AOV109

2CPS%'AOV106 2CPS%'AOV108

2CPS*SOV122

2CPS*SOV121

1.2.7 ~ Same comment regarding ordering of valve checklist items as 1.2.6.
~ MOV180, MOV184, and MOV185 should be included in valve verification

list.
~ 2CCP+MOV15A, 16B, ... should be listed as 2CCP+MOV15B, 16B.

~ Valve numbers should be listed separately to facilitate completing
the checklist; for example:

2RCS*SOV65-68A

should be listed as:

2RCS*SOV65A/66A/67A/68A

~ Consideration of the location of components should be given when

listing equipment. The following
listing.'CMS*SOV60-63A

2CMS*SOV60-63B

should be listed as:

2CMS*SOV60A/60B

2CMS*SOV62A/62B

2CMS*SOV61A/61B

2CMS*SOV63A/63B

This is recommended because 60A/60B and 62A/62B are on P873 and

61A/61B and 63A/63B are on P875.





1.2.8 The term initiation, instead of startup, should be used for procedure

consistency.

1.3.1
1.3.2

~ RHS A, B, and C, and LPCS are on P601. Div I DG and Div II DG are

on P852. An operator completing this checklist in the order
presented would walk back and forth between P601 and P852 two

times. These steps should be presented to facilitate completion of
the checklist.

~ RHS is the SWEC system designation, the NMP-2 abbreviation for
Residual Heat Removal is RHR.

1.3.3 ~ T.D. is not an approved abbreviation. Time delay should be spelled
out.

~ The SME felt this step was ambiguous. There was uncertainty
whether the intended meaning is:

ADS 105 sec. timer started.
or

ADS 105 sec. timer timed out.
The SME suggested that the step be stated:

ADS 105 second timer initiated.

3.4 EOP-6 Attachment 2

General ~ Specified relays are difficult to find in the rear of control
panels due to obscured labels, arrangement in seemingly random

numerical order, and lack of consistency of relative placement in
P618 and F621. Relays should be more clearly labeled to help
operators to locate them.

~ P618 is not identified as RCIC equipment.
~ After operators have pulled relays, what should be done with them?
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3.5 EOP-6 Attachment 4

4.2.2 A period is missing in the first sentence, it should read:

Control injection flow by throttling 2ICS*FV108. To lower

injection flow...

3.6 EOP-6 Attachment 8

8.1 PSIG should be used instead of ¹.

8.4 2CSH+MOV104 should be 2CSL+MOV104.

3.7 EOP-6 Attachment 10

10.0 The second paragraph (This procedure cannot be used ...) should be

presented as a caution. This is information related to plant safety
and should properly caution the operator.

10.1.1 ~ Correction to the relay table, it should state:
P609 B22H-K148C

P611 B22H-K148B

~ The terminals that are required to be jumpered have leads
attached. It appears that it will be difficult to attach the

jumpers securely to the terminals. A terminal post that jumpers
can be attached to is recommended.

~ Relays that require jumpers are marked with red dots, this helps to

quickly identify the specified relays. This practice should be

considered for all relays that may need to be jumpered.

10.2.2 Of the valves listed, four are accessible in the control room and one

must be accessed within the plant. Balance of plant components were

not examined during this walkthrough but the SME described 2MSS*MOV110

as being in a high radiation area that would require an operator to
wear protective clothing to get to. This could be a time consuming

process during a procedure that may have to be performed quickly.





10.2.5 The operator is required to verify that the valve is 0.4" from fully
closed. Is this precise measurement marked on the valve, is the

operator equipped with calipers, or expected to use a ruler - most of
which do not measure in tenths of inches?

10.3.7 There is no identification for Bay D of P856, the operator must guess

which bay is D.

10.3.11 The term "Bump open" should be replaced by throttle open.

10.3.13 ~ The recorder identified as 2MSS-TRSH-1614 is not identified as such

on the control panel, it is labeled as:

AUTO DEPRESS/SAFETY

VALVE TEMPERATURE

~ The panel is labeled as P614 not P614B.

~ The step requires the operator to monitor the MSL drain temperature

but does not state what the operator is monitoring for, or any

actions to take in response to fluctuations in the parameter.

10.3.14 ~ Pressure indicator identified as 2MSS-PI101 is not labeled as such

on the electro-hydraulic control panel, it is labeled as:

MAIN STEAM PRESSURE

~ Pressure indicators 2ISC-PI4A, B, C on P603 do not exist.

3.8 EOP-6 Attachment 11

11.1 The switches identified in the procedure as E31-SlA and S1B are not
identified as such on the control panel. The switches are labeled
RWCU ISOLATION BYPASS. The A and B switches are differentiated only
by A and B dynotape labels.

11.3 ~ Access to the listed relays is through a cover on the bottom front
of the control panel. All other relays have been accessed through
the rear of the panels. The unusual location of these relays
should be specified.

10





11.3 (continued)
~ A phillips screwdriver is required to remove the access panel, this

should be specified in the procedure.
~ Replacing t'e screws with knurled fasteners that could be removed

without tools would be helpful.
~ Jumpers for terminals are not in place at the panel.

11.4 List steps required to restore interlocks.

3.9 EOP-6 Attachment 12

12.2.5 These two steps should be reversed.
12.2.6

12.4 ~ Should specify System Filter Demins are bypassed using N2-0P-37.

~ Does not tell operator what to do if System Filter Demins are not
bypassed.

3.10 EOP-6 Attachment 13

13.4 Downscale is not a specific term. Procedure should specify greater
than 4%.

3.11 EOP-6 Attachment 14

General Headings should correspond to alternate control rod insertion methods

listed in EOP-RPV. Each of the six headings listed in EOP-RPV should
be a separate section of the attachment, clearly marked so the user
can easily find and identify each of the control rod insertion
methods.

14.2.1 ~ There are no fuse pullers at the specified control panel in the

relay room. Action probably requires operator to return to the
control room to obtain fuse puller before completing the task.

11





14.2.1 (continued)
~ The fuse clip on P611 F14D is missing, therefore the fuse is

unlabeled.
~ When drive water flow indicated on C12-R602 is maximized, the

indicator will probably go off the high end of the scale.
Indicator scales should be sufficient to indicate a value under all
operational conditions.

14.3.4 Reference should be to Section 14.2.3.

14.3.5 ~ Rod Worth Minimizer unit no longer has a BYPASS/NORMAL switch. The

switch is currently labeled BYPASS/OPERATE/TEST.

~ Procedures should be updated in accordance with operational
capabilities and characteristics of new 'Rod Worth Minimizer unit.

14.4 CR is the NMP-2 abbreviation for contxol room. Control rods should be

spelled out.

14.8 "Unbypass" should be changed to "set RWM to OPERATE", or remove

bypass.

3.12 EOP-6 Attachment 15

15.1.3 Reference to step e should be changed to 15.1.5.

15.4 The control switch for SLC Pump 1A Suction Isolation 2SLS*MOV1A is on

the vertical portion of the panel and the indicator is on the lower
benchboard section of the panel with seemingly no relation to the
control. The valve position indicator should be located with the
control switch to show the relationship between the two.

General No restoration procedure is provided.

12
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3.13 EOP-6 Attachment 16

16.1.1 The meaning of "Lift (2) leads 3001 from..." is not clear.

3.14 EOP-6 Attachment 18

18.1.1 The phrase "One set of MSIVs" should be stated more concisely, such

as:

Open the Inboard MSIV and Outboard MSIV for one steam line.

3.15 EOP-6 Attachment 20

20.1 ~ Labels for relays are very difficult to see.

~ No jumpers are provided in the panel.

3.16 EOP-6 Attachment 21

21.2.2 ~ Procedure does not specify which cabinet of P856 to locate
F3-2GTSNOl. There is a choice of six P856 cabinets, the procedure

should specify Bay F to help operator locate the proper fuse.
~ Fuse pullers are not available at the panel.

21.2.5 There is no map to show location of terminals on the relays. This

makes it difficult to locate the proper terminal and increases the

chance of operator error.

21.2.9 The Caution presented prior to this step contains a conditional
operator action that should be presented as a separate step instead of
as a caution.

21.5.9 References should be to steps 21.2.6, 21.2.7, and 21.2.4.
21.5.10

13





3.17 EOP-6 Attachment 22

22.0 ~ The Caution presented prior to this step contains a conditional
operator action that should be presented as a separate step instead
of as a caution.

~ Reference in Caution should be 22.17.

22.9.2 2RHS+MOV25A should be 2RHS*MOV15A.

22.15.5 RHR A Total Flow indication on P601 has a lowest scale marking of 2000

GPM. It is not possible to determine when flow reaches 500 GPM from

this indication. RHR Total Flow can be obtained from the ERF

computer.

3.18 EOP-6 Attachment 25

25.1.4 References should be 25.1.2.b and 25.1.2.c.

14
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RPU CONTROL

Page 1 of 7

ENTRY CONDITIONS

RC-1 001 Identify RPV water level less than 159.3 inches.

RC-1 002 Identify RPV pressure greater than 1037 psig.

RC-1 003 Identify drywell pressure greater than 1.68 psig.

RC-1 005 Identify a condition requiring a reactor scram.

RC-1 006 Observe reactor power greater than 4%.

RC-1 007 Determine reactor power cannot be determined.

RC-1

RC-1 008 Verify reactor scram.

RC-1 009 Initiate reactor scram.

RC/L-1 MONITOR AND CONTROL RPV WATER LEVEL

RC/L-1 001 Observe auto system isolations.

RC/L-1 002 Manually isolate systems.

RC/L-1 003 Observe ECCS initiation.

RC/L-1 004 Manually initiate ECCS.

* RC/L-1 AOl Any control rod cannot be determined to be inserted to or beyond
position 02.

RC/L-1 005 Determine if boron injection is required.

RC/L-1 006 Determine RPV level cannot be determined.

RC/L-1 007 Determine RPV flooding is required.

* RC/L-1 A02 Determine primary containment water level and suppression chamber
pressure cannot be maintained below the Maximum Primary
Containment Water Level Limit.

* RC/L-1 A03 Terminate injection into the primary containment from sources
external to the primary containment.

* RC/L-1 A04 Determine primary containment water level and suppression chamber
pressure can be maintained below the Maximum Primary Containment
Water Level Limit.

A-2





RPV CONTROL (Continued)
Page 2 of 7

RC/L-2

RC/L-2 014 Restore and maintain RPV water level above 159.3 inches.

* RC/L-2 A05 Restore and maintain RPV water level below 202.3 inches.
1

~

RC/L-2 008 Control RPV level using condensate/feedwater system.

RC/L-2 009 Control RPV level using CRD system.

RC/L-2 010 Control RPV level using RCIC with suction from the condensate
storage tank.

* RC/L-2 A06 Defeat low RPV pressure isolation interlocks and high suppression
pool water level suction transfer logic, if necessary.

RC/L-2 Oll Control RPV level using HPCS system.

RC/L-2 012 Control RPV level using LPCS system.

RC/L-2 013 Control RPV level using LPCI system.

RC/L-2 014 Observe RPV level less than 159.3 inches.

RC/L-2 015 Observe RPV level greater than -14 inches.

C1-2 008 Augment RPV water level control wi,th RHR service water crosstie.

C1-2 009 Augment RPV water level control with fire system.

C1-2 010 Augment RPV water level control with ECCS keep full system.

C1-2 011 Augment RPV water level control with SLC (test tank).

C1-2 012 Augment RPV water level control with SLC (boron tank).

* RC/L-2 A07 Augment RPV water level control with Condensate Transfer.

RC/L-2 015 Observe RPV water level greater than -14 inches.

RC/L-2 016 Observe ADS timer has been initiated.

RC/L-2 017 Place ADS logic inhibit switches in ON.

RC/L-2 018 Observe RPV water level less than -14 inches.





RPV CONTROL (Continued)
Page 3 of 7

RC/P MONITOR AND CONTROL RPV PRESSURE

* RC/P A08 Determine a high drywell pressure ECCS initiation signal (1.68
psig) exists.

* RC/P A09 Prevent injection from LPCS and LPCI pumps not required to assure
adequate core cooling prior to depressurizing below their maximum
injection pressures.

RC/L-1 AOl Any control rod cannot be determined to be inserted to or beyond
position 02.

RC/L-1 005 Determine if boron injection is required.

RC/P-1 002 Depressurize the RPV using main turbine bypass valves.

RC/P-1 002 Determine if RPV is required.

RC/P-1 004 Observe less than 7 SRVs open.

RC/L-1 006 Determine RPV level cannot be determined.

RC/P-1 004 Observe less than 7 SRVs open.

RC/P-1

RC/P-1 005 Determine if any SRV is cycling.

* RC/P-1 A10 Manually open SRVs until RPV pressure drops to 960 psig.

RC/P-1 007 Determine suppression pool temperature cannot be maintained below
Heat Capacity Temperature Limit.

SP/T-4 009 Maintain suppression pool temperature below Heat Capacity
Temperature Limit.

* RC/P-1 All Determine suppression pool water level cannot be maintained below
the SRV Tail Pipe Level Limit.

* RC/P-1 A12 Maintain RPV pressure below SRV Tail Pipe Level Limit.

RC/P-1 009 Determine steam cooling is required.

RC/P-2

RC/P-1 010 Determine if boron injection is required.

RC/P-1 011 Determine if main condenser is available.

RC/P-1 012 Observe no gross fuel failure condition.
A-4





RPV CONTROL (Continued)
Page 4 of 7

RC/P-2 (Continued)

RC/P-1 013 Observe no steam line break condition.

RC/P-1 014 Open MSIVs.

* RC/P-2 A13 Bypass IAS and low RPV water level MSIV isolation interlocks to
re-establish main condenser as a heat sink.

RC-1 002 Identify RPV pressure less than 1037 psig.

RC/P-2 015 Stabilize RPV pressure using main turbine bypass valve.

RC/P-2 016 Control RPV pressure using SRVs.

* RC/P-2 A14 Determine when RPV water level is above El. 192 ft.
* RC/P-2 A15 Open SRVs in the following sequence: PSV-128, 133, 123, 124, 136,

131, 122, 120, 132, 125, 121, 135, 126, 130, 127, 129, 137, 134.

RC/P-3 020 Observe SRV pneumatic supply is unavailable.

* RC/P-2 A16 Place control switch for each SRV in AUTO.

RC/P-2 017

* RC/P-2 A17

Control RPV pressure using RCIC.

Control RPV pressure using RHR in the steam condensing mode.

* RC/P-2 A18 Control RPV pressure using RWCU (recirculation mode), bypassing
filter/demineralizers, and defeating SLC and other isolation
interlocks.

RC/P-2 019 Control RPV pressure using main steam line drains.

RC/P-2 024 Determine that no boron has been injected.

* RC/P-2 A19 Control RPV pressure using RWCU (blowdown mode).

RC/P-3

RC/P-3 021 Verify reactor shutdown.

RC/L-1 A01 Any control rod cannot be determined to be inserted to or beyond
position 02.

RC/P-1 010 Determine if boron injection is required.

* RC/P-3 A20 Determine 769 lbs of boron has been injected into the PRV.

RC/P-3 021 Verify reactor shutdown.
A-5





RPV CONTROL (Continued)
Page 5 of 7

RC/P-3 (Continued)

RC/P-2 024 Determine that no boron has been injected.

RC/P-3 025 Depressurize the RPV.

RC/P-3 026 Maintain cooldown rate below 100 F/hr.

* RC/P-3 A21 Determine if one or more SRVs are being used to depressurize the
RPV ~

RC/P-3 020 Observe SRV pneumatic supply is unavailable.

* RC/P-3 A22 Depressurize RPV with sustained SRV opening.

RC/P-4

RC/P-4 027 Observe shutdown cooling RPV pressure interlock clears.

* RC/P-4 A23 Initiate shutdown cooling using only those RHR pumps not required
to maintain RPV water level above 159.3 in. by operation in the
LPCI mode.

RC/P-4 029 Determine RHR shutdown ccoling mode cannot be established.

RC/P-4 030 Determine further cooldown is required.

RC/P-4 031 Continue cooldwon established in depressurization.

RC/P-5

RC/L-1 A01 Any control rod cannot be determined to be inserted to or beyond
position 02.

RC/P-1 010 Determine if boron injection is required.

RC/P-3 A20 Determine 769 lbs of boron has been injected into the PRV.

RC/P-3 021 Verify reactor shutdown.

RC/Q MONITOR AND CONTROL REACTOR POWER

RC/L-1 A01 Any control rod cannot be determined to be inserted to or beyond
position 02.

RC/Q-1 002 Terminate boron injection.

RC/Q-1 003 Verify reactor shutdown.

RC/Q-1 002 Terminate boron injection.
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RC/Q (Continued)

RC/Q-1 003 Verify reactor shutdown.

RC/Q-1 004 Determine that no boron has been injected.

RC/Q-1

RC/Q-1 005 Place reactor mode switch in shutdown.

RC/Q-2

RC/Q-2 006 Determine if main turbine generator is on line.

RC/Q-2 007 Observe MSIVs open.

RC/Q-2 008 Initiate flow runback to minimum.

RC/Q-3

RC/Q-3 009 Observe reactor power greater than 4%.

RC/Q-3 010 Determine reactor power cannot be determined.

RC/Q-3 Oll Trip recirculation pumps.

RC/Q-4

* RC/Q-4 A24 Determine if ARI has not initiated.

* RC/Q-4 A25 Initiate RRCS.

RC/Q-5

RC/Q-4 012 Determine reactor cannot be shutdown before suppression pool
temperature reaches 111 P.

RC/Q-4 013 Inject boron using SLC.

RC/Q-4 014 Prevent auto initiation of ADS.

RC/Q-4 015 Determine boron cannot be injected using SLC.

RC/Q-4 022 Inject boron using hydro pump.

RC/Q-5.1

* RC/Q-5.1 A26 Determine SLC tank water level drops to 0 gal.

* RC/Q-5.1 A27 Confirm automatic trip of SLC pumps.
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RC/Q-5.1 (Continued)

* RC/Q-5.1 A28 Manually trip SLC pumps.

RC/Q-4.1 024 Confirm auto isolation of RWCU.

RC/Q-4.1 025 Manually isolate RWCU.

RC/Q-5.2

RC/P-3 A20 Determine 769 lbs of boron has been injected into the PRV.

'C/Q-6.1

* RC/Q-6.1 A29 Reset ARI.

* RC/Q-6.1 A30 Defeat ARI logic trips.

RC/Q-6.2

RC/Q-5.1 028 De-energize scram solenoids.

RC/Q-5.1 034 Vent scram air header.

RC/Q-5.2 035 Reset reactor scram.

* RC/Q-6.2 A31 Defeat RPS logic trips.
* RC/Q-6.2 A32 Drain scram discharge volume.

RC/Q-5.3 044 Initiate a manual reactor scram.

RC/Q-5.4 049 Open individual scram test switches.

RC/Q-5.6 056 Drive control rods.

* RC/Q-6.2 A33 Defeat RSCS.

* RC/Q-6.2 A34 Defeat RWM interlocks.

* RC/Q-6.2 A35 Vent control rod drive overpiston volumes.
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* SP A36

* SP A37

SP 004

SP 005

SP 006

* SP A38

Observe suppression pool temp greater than 90 F.

Observe drywell temp above 150 F.

Observe drywell pressure greater than 1.68 psig.

Observe suppression pool water level greater than El. 201 feet.

Observe suppression pool water level less than El. 199.5 feet.

Observe primary containment hydrogen concentration above 1.8%.

SP/T MONITOR AND CONTROL SUPPRESSION POOL TEMPERATURE

* SP/T A39 Monitor and control suppression pool temp below 90 F.

ST/T-2 005 Operate available suppression pool cooling.

* SP/T A40 Observe suppression pool temp cannot be maintained below 90 F.

SP/T-1

ST/T-2 005 Operate available suppression pool cooling.

* SP/T-1 A41 Use only those RHR pumps for suppression pool cooling that are
not required to assure adequate core cooling by continuous
operation in the LPCI mode.

SP/T-2

SP/T-3 006 Observe suppression pool temperature is less than 110 F.

SP/T-3

SP/T-4 008 Determine if suppression pool temperature cannot be maintained
below Heat Capacity Temperature Limit.

SP/T-4 010 Determine if RPV pressure cannot be maintained below Heat
Capacity Temperature Limit.

DW/T MONITOR AND CONTROL DRYWELL TEMPERATURE

* DW/T A42 Monitor and control drywell temp below 150 F.

DW/T-1 002 Operate available drywell cooling.

DW/T A42 Monitor and control drywell temp below 150 F.
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DW/T-1

DW/T-1 002 Operate available drywell cooling.

DW/T-1 A43 Defeat drywell cooling isolation interlocks.

* DW/T-1 A44 Observe drywell sprays have been initiated,

DW/T-1 A45 Observe drywell press drops below 1.68 psig.

* DW/T-1 A46 Terminate drywell sprays,

DW/T-2

DW/T-3 010 Observe. drywell temperature less than 340 F.

DW/T-2 A47 Observe suppression pool level below 217 El. ft.
DW/T-2 A48 Observe drywell temperature and pressure are within drywell spray

initiation pressure limit.

DW/T-3 006 Shutdown recirculation pumps.

DW/T-3 007 Shutdown drywell cooling fans.

DW/T-3 008 Initiate drywell sprays.

SP/T-1 A41 Use only those RHR pumps for suppression pool cooling that are
not required to assure adequate core cooling by continuous
operation in the LPCI mode.

DW/T-2

DW/T-3 010 Observe drywell temperature less than 340 F.

PC/P MONITOR AND CONTROL PRIMARY CONTAINMENT PRESSURE

* PC/P A49 Monitor and control primary containment pressure below 1.68 psig.

PC/P-1 003 Operate SBGT.

* PC/P A50 Determine primary containment pressure cannot be maintained below
1.68 psig.

* PC/P A51

* PC/P A52

* PC/P A53

Observe suppression pool sprays have been initiated.

Observe suppression chamber press below 1.68 psig.

Terminate suppression pool sprays.
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PC/P-1

* PC/P-1 A54 Observe suppression chamber pressure reaches 11.18 psig.

DW/T-2 A47 Observe suppression pool level below 217 El. ft.
PC/P-2 006 Initiate suppression pool sprays.

SP/T-1 A41 Use only those RHR pumps for suppression pool cooling that are
not required to assure adequate core cooling by continuous
operation in the LPCI mode.

DW/T-1 A44 Observe drywell sprays have been initiated.

DW/T-1 A45 Observe drywell press drops below 1.68 psig.

DW/T-1 A46 Terminate drywell sprays.

PC/P-2

PC/P-1 A54 Observe suppression chamber pressure reaches 11.18 psig.

DW/T-2 A47 Observe suppression pool level below 217 El. ft.
DW/T-2 A48 Observe drywell temp and press are within drywell spray

initiation limit.
PC/P-3 009 Shutdown recirculation pumps.

PC/P-3 010 Shutdown drywell cooling fans.

PC/P-3 011 Initiate drywell sprays.

SP/T-1 A41 Use only those RHR pumps for suppression pool cooling that are
not required to assure adequate core cooling by continuous
operation in the LPCI mode.

PC/P-3

PC/P-4 013 Observe suppression chamber pressure cannot be maintained below
Pressure Suppression Pressure.

PC/P-4

PC/P-5 014 Observe suppression chamber pressure cannot be maintained below
Primary Containment Design Pressure.

PC/P-7 024 Vent primary containment.

* FC/P-4 A55 Defeat isolation interlocks.
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PC/P-4 (Continued)

* PC/P-4 A56 Reduce and maintain suppression chamber pressure below Primary
Containment Pressure Limit.

DW/T-2 A47 Observe suppression pool level below 217 El. ft.
* PC/P-4 A57 Vent suppression chamber in accordance with N2-OP-61A Section

H.3.

* PC/P-4 A58 Observe suppression pool level greater„ than or equal to 217 El.
ft.

* PC/P-4 A59 Observe suppression chamber cannot be vented.

* PC/P-4 A60 Vent drywell in accordance with N2-OP-61A Section H.3.

PC/P-5

PC/P-5 014 Observe suppression chamber pressure cannot be maintained below
Primary Containment Design Pressure.

DW/T-2 A47 Observe suppression pool level below 217 El. ft.
PC/P-6 017 Initiate suppression pool

sprays'W/T-2

A47 Observe suppression pool level below 217 El. ft.
DW/T-2 A48 Observe drywell temp and press are within drywell spray

initiation limit.
PC/P-6 019 Shutdown recirculation pumps.

PC/P-6 020 Shutdown drywell cooling fans.

PC/P-6 021 Initiate drywell sprays.

SP/L MONITOR AND CONTROL SUPPRESSION POOL WATER LEVEL

* SP/L A61

SP/L-1

SP 005

SP 006

Determine Primary Containment Flooding is required.

Observe suppression pool water level greater than El. 201 feet.

Observe suppression pool water level less than El. 199.5 feet.

* SP/L-1 A62 Refer to sampling procedure before discharging water.
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SP/L-1 (Continued)

* SP/L-1 A63 Observe suppression pool water level cannot be maintained above
El. 199.5 ft.

* SP/L-1 A64 Observe suppression pool water level cannot be maintained below
El. 201 ft.

SP/L-2

SP 006 Observe suppression pool water level less than El. 199 ' feet.

SP/L-2.1

SP/L-2 007 Maintain suppression pool water level greater than Heat Capacity
Level Limit.

* SP/L-2.1 A65 Observe suppression pool water level cannot be maintained above
Heat Capacity Level Limit.

SP/L-3

SP 005

SP/L-3.1

Observe suppression pool water level greater than El. 201 feet.

* SP/L-3.1 A66 Maintain suppression pool water level below SRV Tail Pipe Level
Limit.

RC/P-1 A12 Maintain RPV pressure below SRV Tail Pipe Level Limit.

SP/L-3.1 A67 Determine suppression pool water level and RPV press cannot be
maintained below SRV Tail Pipe Level Limit.

SP/L-3.1 012 Determine adequate core cooling is available.

SP/L-3.1 013 Terminate RPV injection from sources external to the primary
contaiment except for boron and CRD.

RC/P-1 A12 Maintain RPV pressure below SRV Tail Pipe Level Limit.

SP/L-3.2

DW/T-2 A47 Observe suppression pool level below 217 El. ft.
PC/P-4 A58 Observe suppression pool level greater than or equal to 217 El.

ft.
DW/T-l A46 Terminate drywell sprays

SP/L-3.2 015 Determine adequate core cooling is available.
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SP/L-3.2 (Continued)

SP/L-3.2 016 Terminate RPV injection from sources external to the primary
containment except for boron and CRD.

SP/L-3.3

* SP/L-3.3 A68 Maintain primary containment water level below Maximum Primary
Containment Water Level Limit.

* SP/L-3.3 A69 Determine primary containment water level cannot be maintained
below Maximum Primary Containment Water Level Limit.

SP/L-3.3 027 Terminate RPV injection from sources external to the primary
containment.

PC/H MONITOR AND CONTROL HYDROGEN AND OXYGEN CONCENTRATIONS

* PC/H A70

PC/H A71

Determine hydrogen or oxygen monitoring system is unavailable.

Sample drywell and suppression chamber for hydrogen and oxygen
in accordance with procedure N2-CSP-76W or N2-CSP-13.

* PC/H A72 Drywell or suppression chamber hydrogen concentration cannot be
determined to be below 6S.

* PC/H A73 Drywell or suppression chamber oxygen concentration cannot be
determined to be below 5%.

* PC/H A74. Secure and prevent operation of drywell unit coolers and
recombiners.

* PC/H A75

* PC/H A76

Vent and purge primary containment.

Drywell or suppression chamber hydrogen concentration can be
determined to be below 6%.

* PC/H A77 Drywell or suppression chamber oxygen concentration can be
determined to be below 5%.

PC/H-1

* PC/H-1 A78 Determine drywell or suppression hydrogen concentration reaches
ls.

* PC/H-1 A79 Determine offsite radioactivity release rate is expected to
remain below offsite release rate LCO.

PC/H A75 Vent and purge primary containment.
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PRIMARY CONTAINMENT CONTROL (Continued)
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* PC/H-1 A80 Defeat isolation interlocks to restore and maintain drywell and
suppression chamber hydrogen concentrations below 1%.

PC/H-l.l

* PC/H-l.l A81 Refer to containment purge sampling procedure N2-CSP-78V.

PC/H-l.2

DW/T-2 A47 Observe suppression pool level below 217 El. ft.
PC/P-4 A57 Vent suppression chamber in accordance with N2-OP-61A Section

H.3.

PC/P-4 A58 Observe suppression pool level greater than or equal to 217 El.
ft.

PC/P-4 A59 Observe suppression chamber cannot be vented.

PC/P-4 A60 Vent drywell in accordance with N2-OP-61A Section H.3.

PC/H-1.3

* PC/H-1.3 A82 Determine if suppression chamber or drywell can be vented.

PC/H A77 Drywell or suppression chamber oxygen concentration can be
determined to be below 5%.

PC/H-1.3 A83 Initiate and maximize drywell nitrogen purge flow.
I

PC/H A73 Drywell or suppression chamber oxygen concentration cannot be
determined to be below 5%.

* PC/H-1.3 A84 Initiate and maximize drywell air purge flow.

PC/H-2.1

* PC/H-2.1 A85 Determine when drywell hydrogen concentration reaches 4%.

PC/H-2.1 A86 Determine if drywell hydrogen concentration is below 5%.

* PC/H-2.1 A87 Place hydrogen recombiners in service taking suction directly on
the drywell.

* PC/H-2.2 A88 Operate drywell unit coolers.
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PC/H-2.2

* PC/H-2.2 A89 Determine when drywell hydrogen concentration reaches 5S.

* PC/H-2.2 A90 Determine when drywell oxygen concentration reaches 2.5S.

* PC/H-2.2 A91 Secure any hydrogen recombiner taking suction on the drywell.

PC/H-3.1

* PC/H-3.1 A92 Determine when suppression chamber hydrogen concentration
reaches 4%.

* PC/H-3.1 A93 Determine if suppression chamber hydrogen concentration is below
5%.

PC/H A77 Drywell or suppression chamber oxygen concentration can be
determined to be below 5%.

* PC/H-3.1 A94 Place hydrogen recombiners in se'rvice taking suction directly on
the suppression chamber.

* PC/H-3.1 A95 Determine if no hydrogen recombiners can be placed in service
taking suction directly on the drywell.

PC/H-2.1 A86 Determine if drywell hydrogen concentration is below 5%.

PC/H-2.2 A90 Determine when drywell oxygen concentration reaches 2.5S.

* PC/H-3.1 A96 Place hydrogen recombiners in service taking suction directly on
the suppression chamber by way of the drywell.

PC/H-3.2

PC/H-2.2 A89 Determine when drywell hydrogen concentration reaches 5%.

PC/H-2.2 A90 Determine when drywell oxygen concentration reaches 2.5S.

* PC/H-3.1 A97 Secure all hydrogen recombiners taking suction directly on the
suppression chamber.

PC/H-4

PC/H A72 Drywell or suppression chamber hydrogen concentration cannot be
determined to be below 6%.

PC/H A73 Drywell or suppression chamber oxygen concentration cannot be
determined to be below 5%.
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PC/H (Continued)

PC/H A74 Secure and prevent operation of drywell unit coolers and
recombiners.

PC/H A75

* PC/H-4 A98

Vent and purge primary containment..

Defeat isolation interlocks to restore and maintain drywell and
suppression chamber hydrogen concentrations below 6% ~

* PC/H-4 A99 Defeat isolation interlocks to restore and maintain drywell and
suppression chamber oxygen concentrations below 5%.

PC/H-4.1

PC/P A52

PC/P A53

RC-1 003

Observe suppression chamber press below 1.68 psig.

Terminate suppression pool sprays.

Identify drywell pressure greater than 1.68 psig.

DW/T-1 A46 Terminate drywell sprays.

DW/T-2 A47 Observe suppression pool level below 217 El. ft.
SP/T-1 A41 Use only those RHR pumps for suppression pool cooling that are

not required to assure adequate core cooling by continuous
operation in the LPCI mode.

PC/H-4.2

DW/T-2 A47 Observe suppression pool level below 217 El. ft.
PC/P-4 A57 Vent suppression chamber in accordance with N2-OP-61A Section

H.3.

PC/P-4 A58 Observe suppression pool level greater than or equal to 217 El.
ft.

PC/P-4 A59 Observe suppression chamber cannot be vented.

PC/P-4 A60 Vent drywell in accordance with N2-OP-61A Section H.3.

PC/H-4.3

PC/H-1.3 A82 Determine if suppression chamber or drywall can be vented.

PC/H-l.3 A83 Initiate and maximize drywell nitrogen purge flow.

PC/H-l.3 A84 Initiate and maximize drywell air purge flow.
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PC/H-4.4

DW/T-2 A47 Observe suppression pool level below 217 El. ft.
PC/P-6 019 Shutdown recirculation pumps.

PC/P-6 020 Shutdown drywell cooling fans.

PC/P-6 021 Initiate drywell sprays.

SP/T-1 A41 Use only those RHR pumps for suppression pool cooling that are
not required to assure adequate core cooling by continuous
operation in the LPCI mode.

PC/H-5

PC/H A72 Drywell or suppression chamber hydrogen concentration cannot be
determined to be below 6%.

PC/H A73 Drywell or suppression chamber oxygen concentration cannot be
determined to be below 5%.

PC/H-5.1

DW/T-1 A44 Observe drywell sprays have been initiated.

PC/P A51

PC/P A52

PC/P A53

Observe suppression pool sprays have been initiated.

Observe suppression chamber press below 1.68 psig.

Terminate suppression pool sprays.

DW/T-1 A45 Observe drywell press drops below 1.68 psig.

DW/T-1 A46 Terminate drywell sprays.

DW/T-2 A47 Observe suppression pool level below 217 El. ft.
CN/T-2 005 Initiate suppression pool sprays.

PC/H-5.2

DW/T-2 A47 Observe suppression pool level below 217 El. ft.
DW/T-2 A48 Observe drywell temp and press are within Drywell Spray

Initiation Limit.

PC/P-6 019 Shutdown recirculation pumps.

PC/P-6 020 Shutdown drywell cooling fans.
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PC/P-6 021 Initiate drywell sprays.
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SC 001

SC 002

SC 004

Observe differential pressure at or above 0 in. of water.

Observe an area temperature above an isolation setpoint.

Observe HVR exhaust radiation level above the isolation
setpoint.

SC 005

SC 006

Observe an unexpected high area radiation level alarm.

Observe a floor drain sump water level high-high.

SC/T MONITOR AND CONTROL REACTOR BUILDING TEMPERATURES

SC/T-1 001 Observe HVR exhaust radiation level exceeds isolation setpoint.

SC/T-1 002 Manually initiate isolation of HVR.

SC/T-1 003 Manuall initiate SBGT.

SC/T-1 004 Observe HVR isolation.

SC/T-1 005 Observe HVR exhaust radiation level is below isolation setpoint.

SC/T-1 006 Restart HVR.

* SC A100 Defeat high drywell pressure and low RPV water level isolation
interlocks.

SC/T-1

SC/T-1 007 Operate available area coolers.

SC/T-2

SC/T-1 010 Observe any area temperature exceeds an isolation setpoint.

SC/T-1 011 Isolate all systems that are discharging into the area except
systems required to shut down the reactor, adequate core
cooling, protect primary containment integrity, or suppress a
fire.

SC/T-3

SC/T-1 014 Obs'erve a primary system is discharging into the reactor
building.
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SC/T-3-1

DW/T-2 A47 Observe suppression pool level below 217 El. ft.
SC/T-3-2

SC/T-1 015 Observe affected area temperature greater than maximum safe
operating temperature.

SC/T-4

* SC/T-4 A101 Determine when a area temperature exceeds it's maximum safe
operating temperature in more than one area.

* SC/T-4 A102 Shut down the reactor.

SC/R MONITOR AND CONTROL REACTOR BUILDING RADIATION LEVELS

SC/R-1

SC/R-1 001 Observe any area radiation monitor exceeds high alarm setpoint.

SC/R-1 002 Isolate all systems that are discharging into the area except
systems required to shut down the reactor, adequate core
cooling, protect primary containment integrity, or suppress a
fire.

SC/R-2

SC/R-2 003 Observe a primary system is discharging into the reactor
building .

SC/R-2.1

SC/R-3 006 Observe affected area radiation level reaches maximum safe
operating radiation level.

SC/R-2.1

SC/R-3 006 Observe affected area radiation level reaches maximum safe
operating radiation level.

SC/T-4 A102 Shut down the reactor.

SC/L-1

SC/L-1 001 Observe any floor drain sump above high-high setpoint.

SC/L-1 002 Operate available sump pumps for affected area.
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SC/L-1 (Continued)

SC/L-1 003 Observe any floor drain sump cannot be restored and maintained
below high-high level setpoint.

SC/L-1 004 Isolate all systems that are discharging into the area except
systems required to shut down the reactor, adequate core
cooling, protect primary containment integrity, or suppress a
fire.

SC/L-2

SC/L-2 005 Observe a primary system is, discharging 'into an area.

SC/L-2.1

* SC/L-2.1 A103 Observe any area water level before it reaches an ECCS

equipment room flooding alarm level.

SC/L-2.2

* SC/L-2.2 A104 Observe any area water level when it reaches an ECCS equipment .

room flooding alarm level in more than, one area.

SC/L-3

SC/L-2.2 A104 Observe any area water level when it reaches an ECCS equipment
room flooding alarm level in more than one area.

SC/T-4 A102 Shut down the reactor.
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RR-001 Observe offsite radioactivity release rate greater than Emergency Plan
"Alert" level.

OPERATOR ACTIONS

* RR A105 Determine if Turbine building HVAC is shutdown.

* RR A106 Restart Turbine Building HVAC.

RR-1

RR-1 002 Isolate all systems that are discharging into the area except
systems required to shut down the reactor, adequate core cooling,
protect primary containment integrity, or suppress a fire.

RR-2 003 Observe offsite radioactivity release rate greater than Emergency
Plan "General Emergency" level.

RR-2 004 Observe a primary system discharging into an area outside primary
and secondary containments.
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ENTRY CONDITIONS

RC-1 004

* MSL A107

Observe a conditions which requires an MSIV isolation.

Observe a high-high main steam line radiation level.

Observe offsite radioactivity release rate greater than Emergency
Plan "Alert" level.

* MSL A108 Turbine building HVAC exhaust radiation above. the Alert level or
cannot be determined.

* MSL A109 Offgas pretreatment radiation above the Alert level or cannot be
determined.

OPERATOR ACTIONS

* MSL A110 Determine if turbine building HVAC exhaust radiation level
exceeds the Turbine Building Release Limit or cannot be
determined.

* MSL A111 Verify Turbine Building HVAC is operating in the un-isolated mode
(OP-55).

* MSL A112 A109 Detepine Control Building HVAC cannot be maintained below
5.92 x 10 uCi/cc.

* MSL A113 Verify control building HVAC is operating in the pressurization
mode (OP-53A, Section H).

MSL-1

* MSL-1 A114 Verify MSIVs are closed.

MSL-2

* MSL-2 A115 Determine main steam line radiation exceeds the MSL Rad Limit or
cannot be determined.

* MSL-2 A116 Determine Turbine Building radiation level exceeds the Turbine
Building Release Limit or cannot be determined.

* MSL-2 A117 Determine Offgas pretreatment radiation level exceeds the Offgas
Release Limit or cannot be determined.

RR-1 Observe offsite radioactivity release rate greater than Emergency
Plan "Alert" level.

* MSL-2 A118 Operate available SJAEs through Offgas.
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MSL-2.1

* MSL-2.1 A119 Determine if SJAEs or offgas are not available.

* MSL A110 Determine if turbine building HVAC exhaust radiation level
exceeds the Turbine Building Release Limit or cannot be
determined.

* MSL-2.1 A120 Close main turbine stop, control, and bypass valves.

* MSL-2 ' A121 Close 2ARC-HOV5A, B, and C.

* MSL-2.1 A122 Close 2MSS-AOV92A and B.

* HSL-2.1 A123 Close 2MSS-AOV148.

* MSL-2.1 A124 Close 2TME-AOV121..

* MSL-2.1 A125 Close 2ARC-AOV105.

* MSL-2.1 A126 A123 Close 2ARC-MOV15A and B.

* MSL-2.1 A127 Establish main turbine seals.

* MSL-2.1 A128 Start all circulating water pumps.

* MSL-2.1 A129 Fill the main steam lines between the MSIVs with water.

MSL-3

RR-2 003 Observe offsite radioactivity release rate greater than Emergency
Plan "General Emergency" level.

RR-2 004 Observe a primary system discharging into an area outside primary
and secondary containments ~
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RC/L-1 Aol Any control rod cannot be determined to be inserted to or beyond
position 02.

Cl-l 001

Cl-l 002

C1-3 016

C1-3 019

C1-3 021

RC/L-1 A02

Determine if boron injection is required.

Determine RPV water level cannot be determined.

Determine RPV water level is increasing.

Observe RPV water level above 17.8 inches.

Prevent automatic initiation of ADS.

Determine primary containment water level and suppression chamber
pressure cannot be maintained below the Maximum Primary
Containment Water Level Limit.

RC/L-1 A03 Terminate injection into the primary containment from sources
external to the primary containment.

RC/L-1 A04. Determine primary containment water level and suppression chamber
pressure can be maintained below the Maximum Primary Containment
Water Level Limit.

Cl-l

C1-2 004

C1-2 005

C1-2 006

C1-2 007

C1-2 008

C1-2 009

C1-2 010

Cl-2 011

C1-2 012

Control RPV level using Condensate.

Control RPV level using HPCS.

Control RPV level using LPCI.

Control RPV level using LPCS.

Lineup service water to RHR crosstie for injection.

Lineup fire system for injection.

Lineup ECCS keep full systems for injection.

Lineup SLC (test tank) for injection.

Lineup SLC (boron tank) for injection.

RC/L-2 A07 Augment RPV water level control with condensate transfer.

Cl-2

* Cl-2 A130 Observe RPV press is above 195 psig.
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CONTINGENCY ¹1 ALTERNATE LEVEL CONTROL (Continued)
Page 2 of 2

C1-2.1

* C1-2.1 A131 Observe RPV press is below 195 psig.

C1-6 032

Cl-6 034

Observe no injection subsystem lined up.

Start: pumps in alternate subsystems lined up for injection.

C1-2.2

C1-6 035

Cl-6 033

Observe RPV water level is less than -14 inches.

Observe at least one pump running in alternate injection
subsystem.

C1-6 032 Observe no injection subsystem lined up.

C1-3

C1-2.1 A131 Observe RPV press is below 195 psig.

C1-3.1

* Cl-3.1 A132 Line up for injection, start pumps, and raise injection flow to
the maximum with all systems and injection subsystems.

C1-3.2

C1-6 044 Observe RPV water level is less than -14 inches

C1-3.1 A132 Line up for injection, start pumps, and raise injection flow to
the maximum with all systems and injection subsystems.

C7-3 048 Determine RPV water level cannot be restored and maintained above
-14 inches.
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CONTINGENCY ¹2 EMERGENCY RPV DEPRESSURIZATXON
Page 1 of 2

C-2-1

RC/L-1 A01 Any control rod cannot be determined to be inserted to or beyond
position 02.

C2-1 001

* C2-1 A133

Determine boron injection is required.

Determine that all injection into the RPV except for boron
injection systems, CRD, and RCIC have been terminated and
prevented.

C-2-1.1

RC/P A08 Determine a high drywell pressure ECCS initiation signal (1.68
psig) exists.

RC/P A09 Prevent injection from LPCS and LPCI pumps not required to assure
adequate core cooling prior to depressurizing below their maximum
injection pressures.

C-2-1.2

RC/P-2 A14 Determine when RPV water level is above El. 192 ft.
C2-1.2 005 Open all ADS valves.

C2-1.2 006 Observe any ADS valve cannot be opened.

C2-1.2 007 Open SRVs.

C-2-1.3

C2-1.2 008 Observe less than 4 SRVs open.

* C2-1.3 A134 Rapidly depressurize RPV defeating isolation interlocks.

C2-1,3 010 Depressurize the RPV using the main condenser.

C2-1.3 011 Depressurize the RPV using RHR (steam codensing mode).

C2-1.3 012 Depressurize the RPV using main steam line drains.

C2-1.3 013 Depressurize the RPV using RCIC steam line.

C2-1.3 015 Depressurize the RPV using head vent.
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CONTINGENCY ¹2 EHERGENCY RPV DEPRESSURIZATION (Continued)
Page 2 of 2

RC/L-1 A01 Any control rod cannot be determined to be inserted to or beyond
position 02.

C2-1 001 Determine boron injection is required.

RC/P-3 A20 Determine 769 1bs of boron has been injected into the PRV.

RC/P-3 021 Verify reactor shutdown.

RC/P-2 024 Determine that no boron has been injected.
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CONTINGENCY 43 STEAN COOLING
Page 1 of 1

C3-1 001

C3-1 005

C3-1 003

Determine that RPV repressurization is required.

Determine RPV water level cannot be maintained.

Observe at least one pump running in alternate injection
subsystem.

C3-1

* C3-1 A135 Determine when water level drops to -57.8 in.
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CONTINGENCY ¹4 RPV FLOODING
Page 1 of 5

C6-2.4 038 Determine RPV water level can be determined.

RC/L-1 A01 Any control rod cannot be determined to be inserted to or beyond
position 02.

RC/L-1 005 Determine if boron injection is required.

RC/L-1 A01 Any control rod cannot be determined to be inserted to or beyond
position 02.

RC/L-1 005 Determine if boron injection is required.

RC/L-1 A02 Determine primary containment water level and suppression chamber
pressure cannot be maintained below the Maximum Primary
Containment Water Level Limit.

RC/L-1 A03 Terminate injection into the primary containment from sources
external to the primary containment.

RC/L-1 A04 Determine primary containment water level and suppression chamber
pressure can be maintained below the Maximum Primary Containment
Mater Level Limit.

C4-1

RC/L-1 A01 Any control rod cannot be determined to,be inserted to or beyond,
position 02.

RC/L-1 005 Determine if boron injection is required.

C6-2.4 038 Determine RPV water level cannot be determined.

C4-1.1

C6-2.1 009 Terminate all injection into the RPV except from boron injection
and CRD.

C6-2.1 010 Observe RPV pressure is below the minimum alternate RPV flooding
pressure.

* C4-1.1 A136 Determine if less than 1 SRV can be opened.

C4-1.2

* C4-1.2 A137 Determine if at least 4 SRVs can be opened.

C6-1 005 Close the MSIVs.

C6-1 006 Close main steam line drain valves.
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Contingency ¹4 RPV Flooding (Continued)
Page 2 of 5

C4-1.2 (Continued)

C6-1 007 Close RCIC and RHR steam condensing isolation valves.

C4-1.3

* C4-1.3 A138 Determine at least 1 SRV is open.

C6-2.2 019 Observe RPV pressure is above the minimum alternate RPV flooding
pressure.

C6-2.2 014 Slowly increase injection into RPV using feedwater pumps.

* C4-1.3 A139 Defeat feedwater pumps RPV water level trip interlocks.

C6-2.2 016 Slowly increase injection into RPV using condensate pumps.

C6-2.2 017 Slowly increase injection into RPV using CRD.

C4-1.1 A136 Determine if less than 1 SRV can be opened.

C6-2.2 019 Observe RPV pressure is above the minimum alternate RPV flooding
pressure.

C4-1.3 A138 Determine at least 1 SRV is open.

C6-2.2 019 Observe RPV pressure is above the minimum alternate RPV flooding
pressure.

C6-2.2 020 Slowly increase injection into RPV using HPCS.

* C4-1.3 A140 Defeat HPCS RPV water level trip interlocks.

C6-2.2 021 Slowly increase injection into RPV using LPCS.

C6-2.2 022 Slowly increase injection into RPV using LPCI.

C6-2.2 023 Slowly increase injection into RPV using service water to RHR
crosstie.

C6-2.2 024 Slowly increase injection into RPV using fire system.

C6-2.2 025 Slowly increase injection into RPV using ECCS keep full systems.

RC/L-2 A07 Augment RPV water level control with Condensate Transfer.
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Contingency ¹4 RPV Flooding (Continued)
Page 3 of 5

C4-1.4

C4-1.1 A136 Determine if less than 1 SRV can be opened.

C6-2.2 019 Observe RPV pressure is above the minimum alternate RPV flooding
pressure.

C4-1.3 A138 Determine at least 1 SRV is open.

C6-2.2 019 Observe RPV pressure is above the minimum alternate RPV flooding
pressure.

* C4-1.4 A141 Control injection to maintain RPV pressure above Minimum
Alternate RPV Flooding Pressure but as low as practicable.

C4-1.5

RC/L-1 AOl Any control rod cannot be determined to be inserted to or beyond
position 02.

RC/L-1 005 Determine if boron injection is required.

C4-2

* C4-1.2 A137 Determine if at least 4 SRVs can be opened.

C6-1 003

C6-1 004

C6-1 005

C6-1 006

C6-1 007

Determine HPCS is available for injection.

Determine feedwater pump is available for injection.

Close the MSIVs.

Close main steam line drain valves.

Close RCIC and RHR steam condensing isolation valves.

C4-3.1

C4-1.2 A137 Determine if at least 4 SRVs can be opened.

* C4-3.1 A142 Determine RPV pressure is not dropping.

* C4-3.1 A143 Determine RPV pressure is 61 psig or more above suppression
chamber pressure.

C6-2.2 020 Slowly increase injection into RPV using HPCS.

C4 1.3 0140 Defeat HPCS RPV water level trip interlocks.

C6-2.2 014 Slowly increase injection into RPV using feedwater pumps.
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Contingency ¹4 RPV Flooding (Continued)
Page 4 of 5

C4-3.1 (Continued)

C4 1.3 0139 Defeat feedwater pumps RPV water level trip interlocks.

C6-2.2 021 Slowly increase injection into RPV using LPCS.

C6-2.2 022 Slowly increase injection into RPV using LPCI.

C6-2.2 016 Slowly increase injection into RPV using condensate pumps.

C6-2.2 017 Slowly increase injection into RPV using CRD.

C6-2.2 023 Slowly increase injection into RPV using service water to RHR
crosstie.

C6-2.2 024 Slowly increase injection into RPV using fire system.

"C6-2.2 025 Slowly increase injection into RPV using ECCS keep full systems.

C6-3.1 049 Slowly increase injection into RPV using SLC (test tank).

C6-3.1 050 Slowly increase injection into RPV using SLC (boron tank).

RC/L-2 A07 Augment RPV water level control with Condensate Transfer.

* C4-3 A144 Determine less than 4 SRVs are open.

* C4-3 A145 Determine RPV pressure cannot be maintained at least 61 psig or
more above suppression chamber pressure.

RC/L-1 007 Determine RPV flooding is required.

C4-3.2

C4-1.2 A137 Determine if at least 4 SRVs can be opened.

C4-3.1 A143 Determine RPV pressure is 61 psig or more above suppression
chamber
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Contingency 44 RPV Flooding (Continued)
Page 5 of 5

C4-4

C6-4 064

C6-5.2 079

Determine RPV water level instrumentation is available.

Observe drywell temperature below 212 F.

C4-3.1 A143 Determine RPV pressure is 61 psig or more above suppression
chamber pressure.

C4-5.3 083 Terminate all injection into the RPV.

C4-5.3 084 Reduce RPV water level.

* C4-4 A146 Determine RPV water level indication is restored.

C4-5.4 085 Determine RPV water level indication is not restored within
maximum core uncovery time limit after commencing termination of
in)ection.
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CONTINGENCY 45 LEVEL / POWER CONTROL

Page 1 of 3

C7-1 002

RC/L-1 Aol

Determine RPV water level cannot be determined.

Any control rod cannot be determined to be inserted to or beyond
position 02.

C2-1 001
RC/L-1 A02

Determine boron injection is required.
Determine primary containment water level and suppression chamber
pressure cannot be maintained below the Maximum Primary
Containment Water Level Limit.

RC/L-1 A03 Terminate injection into the primary containment from sources
external to the primary containment.

RC/L-1 A04 Determine primary containment water level and suppression chamber
pressure can be maintained below the Maximum Primary Containment
Water Level Limit.

C5-1

RC/Q-4 014 Place ADS logic inhibit switches to ON.

C5-2

C7-1 013

C7-1 008

Observe reactor power is greater than 4%.

Observe suppression pool temperature is above boron injection
initiation temperature.

C7-1 009

C7-1 010

Observe any SRV open.

Observe drywell pressure greater than 1.68 psig.

* C5-2 A147 Determine if any main steam line is open.

RC/P-2 A13 Bypass IAS and low RPV water level MSIV isolation interlocks to
re-establish main condenser as a heat sink.

* C5-2 A148 Restore IAS supply to the containment.

C6-5.3 084 Reduce RPV water level.

C7-1 011

C7-2 017

C7-2 019

C7-1 014

Cj-1 015

Terminate injection into RPV except from boron and CRD.

Observe reactor power drops below 4%.

Observe RPV water level reaches -14 inches.

Observe all SRVs closed.

Observe drywell pressure remains belo~ 1.68 psig.
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CONTINGENCY 55 LEVEL / POWER CONTROL (Continued)
Page 2 of 3

C5-3

C7-2 017

C7-2 018

C7-2 019

C7-2 020

Observe reactor power drops below 4%.

Determine reactor power cannot be determined.

Observe RPV water level reaches -14 inches.

Observe suppression pool temperature above boron injection
initiation temperature.

C7-2 021

C7-2 022

* C5-3 A149

Observe any SRV open.

Observe drywell pressure is above 1 ~ 68 psig.

Determine if RPV water level is between -45.2 in. and level to
which it was lowered in step C5-2.

* C5-3 A150 Determine if RPV water level is between -14 and +202.3 in.

RC/L-2 008 Control RPV level using condensate/feedwater system.

RC/L-2 009 Control RPV level using CRD system.

RC/L-2 010 Control RPV level using RCIC with suction from the condensate
storage tank.

C7-2 027 Control RPV water level above -14 inches.

* C5-3 A151 Maintain RPV water level between -45.2 and +202.3 in.

* C5-3 A152 Determine RPV water level cannot be maintained above -45.2 in.

C5-3.1

C2-1 A133 Determine that all injection into the RPV except for boron
injection systems, CRD, and RCIC have been terminated and
prevented.

* C5-3.1 A153 Determine RPV pressure is below the Minimum Alternate RPV
Flooding Pressure.

C4-1.1 A136 Determine if less than 1 SRV can be opened.
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CONTINGENCY ¹5 LEVEL / POWER CONTROL (Continued)
Page 3 of 3

C5-3.2

RC/L-2 008 Control RPV level using condensate/feedwater system.

RC/L-2 009 Control RPV level using CRD system.

RC/L-2 010 Control RPV level using RCIC with suction from the condensate
storage tank.

C7-2 027 Control RPV water level above -14 inches.

C7-2.2 036 Determine RPV water level cannot be maintained above -14 inches.

C5-3 A151 Maintain RPV water level between -45.2 and +202.3 in.

C5-3 A152 Determine RPV water level cannot be maintained above -45.2 in.

C6-2.2 020 Slowly increase injection into RPV using HPCS.

C6-2.2 021 Slowly increase injection into RPV using LPCS.

C6-2.2 022 Slowly increase injection into RPV using LPCI.

C6-2.2 023 Slowly increase injection into RPV using service water to RHR
crosstie.

C6-2.2 024 Slowly increase injection into RPV using fire system.

C6-2.2 025 Slowly increase injection into RPV using ECCS keep full systems.

C5-3 A152 Determine RPV water level cannot be maintained above -45.2 in.

C5-3.3

C5-3 A151 Maintain RPV water level between -45.2 and +202.3 in.

C5-3.3

C7-3 046 Determine RPV water level above 159.3 inches.
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CONTINGENCY N6 PRIMARY CONTAINMENT FLOODING
Page 1 of 2

RC/L-1 A02 Determine primary containment water level and suppression chamber
pressure cannot be maintained below the Maximum Primary
Containment Water Level Limit.

RC/L-1 A03 Terminate injection into the primary containment from sources
external to the primary containment.

RC/L-1 A04 Determine primary containment water level and suppression chamber
pressure can be maintained below the Maximum Primary Containment
Water Level Limit.

C7-2.2 036 Determine RPV water level can be restored and maintained above
-14 inches.

C6-1

C1-2 005

C1-2 007

C1-2 004

Control RPV level using HPCS.

Control RPV level using LPCS.

Control RPV level using condensate/feedwater.

RC/L-2 009 Control RPV level using CRD.

RC/L-2 010 Control RPV level using RCIC.

C1-2 008

C1-2 009

Augment RPV water level control with RHR service water crosstie.

Augment RPV water level control with fire system.

Cl-2 010 Augment RPV water level control with ECCS keep full system.

RC/L-2 A07 Augment RPV water level control with Condensate Transfer.

C1-2 006 Control RPV level using LPCI.

C6-2

* C6-2 A154 Determine when primary containment water level reaches El. 246
ft. 6 in.

* C6-2 155

C7-1 012

Vent RPV, defeating isolation interlocks.

Determine RPV water level greater than -14 inches.

C2-1.3 010 Augment RPV water level using condenser.

C2-1.3 013 Augment RPV water level using RCIC steam line.

C2-1.3 011 Augment RPV water level using RHR steam condensing.
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CONTINGENCY e6 PRIMARY CONTAINMENT FLOODING (Continued)
Page 2 of 2

C6-3

* C6-3 A156 Determine when primary containment water level reaches El. 298
ft. 6 in.

* C6-3 A157 Maintain primary containment water level between El. 298 ft. 6

in. and the Maximum Primary Containment Water Level Limit.

C1-2 005

C1-2 007

C1-2 004

Control RPV level using HPCS.

Control RPV level using LPCS.

Control RPV level using condensate/feedwater.

RC/L-2 009 Control RPV level using CRD.

RC/L-2 010 Control RPV level using LPCI.

* C6-3 A158 Control RPV level using head spray.

C1-2 008

C1-2 009

Cl-2 010

Augment RPV water level control with RHR service water crosstie.

Augment RPV water level control with fire system.

Augment RPV water level control with ECCS keep full system.

RC/L-2 A07 Augment RPV water level control with Condensate Transfer.
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REVISION 4 PLANT SPECIFIC TECIKICAL GUIDELINES
LIST OF NEW TASKS

RPV CONTROL

A01 Any control rod cannot be determined to be inserted to or beyond
position 02.

A02 Determine primary containment water level and suppression chamber
pressure cannot be maintained below the Maximum Primary
Containment Water Level Limit.

A03 Terminate injection into the Primary Containment from sources
external to the primary containment.

A04 Determine primary containment water level and suppression chamber
pressure can be maintained below the Maximum Primary Containment
Water Level Limit.

A05 Restore and maintain RPV water level below 202.3 in.

A06 Defeat low RPV pressure isolation interlocks and high suppression
pool water level suction transfer logic, if necessary.

A07 Augment RPV water level control with Condensate Transfer.

A08 Determine a high drywell pressure ECCS initiation signal (1.68
psig) exists.

A09 Prevent injection from LPCS and LPCI pumps not required to assure
adequate core cooling prior to depressurizing below their maximum
injection pressures.

A10 Manually open SRVs until RPV pressure drops to 960 psig.

All Determine suppression pool water level cannot be maintained below
the SRV Tail Pipe Level Limit (195 to 220 El. ft).

A12 Maintain RPV pressure below SRV Tail Pipe Level Limit (0 to 1308
psig)

A13 Bypass IAS and low RPV water level MSIV isolation interlocks to
re-establish main condenser as a heat sink.

A14 Determine when RPV water level is above El. 192 ft.
A15 Open SRVs in the following sequence: PSV-128, 133, 123, 124, 136,

131, 122, 120, 132, 125, 121, 135, 126, 130, 127, 129, 137, 134.

A16 Place control switch for each SRV in AUTO.

A16 Place control switch for each SRV in AUTO.
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RPV CONTROL (Continued)

RC/P-2 A16 Place control switch for each SRV in AUTO.

A17 Control RPV pressure using RHR in the steam condensing mode.

A18 Control RPV pressure using RWCU (recirculation mode), bypassing
filter/demineralizers, and defeating SLC and other isolation
interlocks.

A19 Control RPV pressure using RWCU (blowdown mode).

RC/P-3 A20 Determine 769 lbs of boron has been injected into the PRV,

A21 Determine if one or more SRVs are being used to depressurize the
RPV.

A22 Depressurize RPV with sustained SRV opening.

RC/P-4 A23 Initiate shutdown cooling using only those RHR pumps not required
to maintain RPV water level above 159.3 in. by operation in the
LPCI mode.

RC/Q-4 A24 Determine if ARI has not initiated.

A25 Initiate RRCS.

RC/Q-5 A26 Determine SLC tank water level drops to 0 gal.

A27 Confirm automatic trip of SLC pumps.

A28 Manually trip SLC pumps.

RC/Q-6.1 A29 Reset ARI.

A30 Defeat ARI logic trips.

RC/Q-6.2 A31 Defeat RPS logic trips.

A32 Drain scram discharge volume.

A33 Defeat RSCS.

A34 Defeat RWM interlocks.

A35 Vent control rod drive overpiston volumes.
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SP

SP/T

PRIMARY CONTAINMENT CONTROL

A36 Observe suppression pool temp greater than 95 F.

A37 Observe drywell temp above 150 F.

A38 Observe primary containment hydrogen concentration above 1.8%.

A39 Monitor and control suppression pool temp below 90 F.

A40 Observe suppression pool temp cannot be maintained below 90 F.

SP/T-1 A41 Use only those RHR pumps for suppression pool cooling that are
not required to assure adequate core cooling by continuous
operation in the LPCI mode.

DW/T A42 Monitor and control drywell temp below 150 F.

A43 Defeat isolation interlocks.

DW/T-1 A44 Observe drywell sprays have been initiated.

A45 Observe drywell press drops below 1.68 psig.

A46 Terminate drywell sprays

DW/T-2 A47 Observe suppression pool level below 217 El. ft.
A48 Observe drywell temp and press are within drywell spray

initiation limit.

PC/P A49 Monitor and control primary containment pressure below 1.68 psig.

A50 Determine primary containment pressure cannot be maintained below
1.68 psig.

A51 Observe suppression pool sprays have been initiated.

A52 Observe suppression chamber press below 1.68 psig.
k

A53 Terminate suppression pool sprays.

PC/P-1 A54 Observe suppression chamber pressure reaches 11.18 psig.

PC/P-4 A55 Defeat isolation interlocks.

A56 Reduce and maintain suppression chamber pressure below primary
containment pressure limit.

A57 Vent suppression chamber in accordance with N2-OP-61A Section
H.3.
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PRIMARY CONTAINMENT CONTROL (Continued)

A58 Observe suppression pool level greater than or equal to 217 El.
ft.

SP/L

A59 Observe suppression chamber cannot be vented.

A60 Vent drywell in accordance with N2-OP-61A Section H.3.

A61 Determine Primary Containment Flooding is required.

SP/L-1 A62 Refer to sampling procedure before discharging water.

A63 Observe suppression pool water level cannot be maintained above
El. 199.5 ft.

A64 Observe suppression pool water level cannot be maintained below
El. 201 ft.

SP/L-2.1 A65 Observe suppression pool water level cannot be maintained above
heat capacity level limit.

SP/L-3.1 A66 Maintain suppression pool water level below SRV tail pipe level
limit.

A67 Determine suppression pool water level and RPV press cannot be
maintained below SRV tail pipe level limit.

SP/L-3.3 A68 Maintain primary containment water level below maximum primary
containment water level limit.

A69 Determine primary containment water level cannot be maintained
below maximum primary containment water level limit.

PC/H A70 Determine hydrogen or oxygen monitoring system is unavailable.

A71 Sample drywell and suppression chamber for hydrogen and oxygen in
accordance with procedure N2-CSP-76W or N2-CSP-13.

PC/H A72 Drywell or suppression chamber hydrogen concentration cannot be
determined to be below 6%.

A73 Drywell or suppression chamber oxygen concentration cannot be
determined to be below 5S.

A74 Secure and prevent operation of drywell unit coolers and
recombiners.

A75 Vent and purge primary containment.
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PRIMARY CONTAINMENT CONTROL (Continued)

A76 Drywell or suppression chamber hydrogen concentration can be
determined to be below 6%.

A77 Drywell or suppression chamber oxygen concentration can be
determined to be-below 5%.

PC/H-1 A78 Determine drywell or suppression hydrogen concentration reaches
la.

A79 Determine offsite radioactivity release rate is expected to
remain below offsite release rate LCO.

A80 Defeat isolation interlocks to restore and maintain drywell and
suppression chamber hydrogen concentrations below 1%.

PC/H-l.l A81 Refer to containment purge sampling procedure N2-CSP-78V.

PC/H-1.3 A82 Determine if suppression chamber or drywell can be vented.

A83 'nitiate and maximize drywell nitrogen purge flow.

A84 Initiate and maximize drywell air purge flow.

PC/H-2.1 A85 Determine when drywell hydrogen concentration reaches 4%.

A86 Determine if drywell hydrogen concentration is below 5%.

A87. Place hydrogen recombiners in service taking suction directly on
the drywell.

A88 Operate drywell unit coolers.

C/H-2.2 A89 Determine when drywell hydrogen concentration reaches 5S.

A90 Determine when drywell oxygen concentration reaches 2.5S.

A91 Secure any hydrogen recombiner taking suction on the drywell.

PC/H-3.1 A92 Determine when suppression chamber hydrogen concentration reaches
4s.

A93 Determine if suppression chamber hydrogen concentration is below
5%.

A94 Place hydrogen recombiners in service taking suction directly on
the suppression chamber.

A95 Determine if no hydrogen recombiners can be placed in service
taking suction directly on the drywell.
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PRIMARY CONTAINMENT CONTROL (Continued)

A96 Place hydrogen recombiners in service taking suction directly on
the suppression chamber by way of the drywell.

A97 Secure all hydrogen recombiners taking suction directly on the
suppression chamber.

PC/H-4 A98 Defeat isolation interlocks to restore and maintain drywell and
suppression chamber hydrogen concentrations below 6%.

A99 Defeat isolation interlocks to restore and maintain drywell and
suppression chamber oxygen concentrations below 5S.

SECONDARY CONTAINMENT CONTROL

SC A100 Defeat high drywell pressure and low RPV water level isolation
interlocks.

SC/T-4 A101 Determine when a area temperature exceeds its maximum safe
operating temperature in more than one area.

A102 Shut down the reactor.

SC/L-2.1 A103 Observe any area water level before it reaches an ECCS equipment
room flooding alarm level.

SC/L-2.2 A104 Observe any area water level when it reaches an ECCS equipment
room flooding alarm level in more than one area.

RADIOACTIVITYRELEASE CONTROL

A105 Determine if Turbine building HVAC is shutdown.

A106 Restart Turbine Building HVAC.

MSIV LEAKAGE CONTROL

MSL A107 Observe a high-high main steam line radiation level.

A108 Turbine building HVAC exhaust radiation above the Alert level or
cannot be determined.

A109 Offgas pretreatment radiation above the Alert level or cannot be
determined.
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MSIV LEAKAGE CONTROL (Continued)

A110 Determine if turbine building HVAC exhaust radiation level
exceeds the Turbine Building Release Limit or cannot be
determined.

AlllVerify Turbine Building HVAC is operating in the un-isolated mode
(OP-55).

A112 Det~rmine Control Building HVAC cannot be maintained below 5.92 x
10 uCi/cc.

A113 Verify control building HVAC is operating in the pressurization
mode (OP-53A, Section H) ~

MSL-1 A114 Verify MSIVs are closed.

MSL-2 A115 Determine main steam line radiation exceeds the MSL Rad Limit or
cannot be determined.

A116 Determine Turbine Building radiation level exceeds the Turbine
Building Release Limit or cannot be determined.

A117 Determine Offgas pretreatment radiation level exceeds the Offgas
Release Limit or cannot be determined.

A118 Operate available SJAEs through Offgas.

MSL-2.1 A119 Determine if SJAEs or Offgas are not available.

A120 Close Main turbine stop, control, and bypass valves.

A121 Close 2ARC-MOVSA, B, and C.

A122 Close 2MSS-AOV92A and B.

A123 Close 2MSS-AOV148.

A124 Close 2TME-AOV121.

A125 Close 2ARC-AOV105.

A126 Close 2ARC-MOV15A and B.

A127 Establish main turbine seals.

A128 Start all circulating water pumps.

A129 Fill the main steam lines between the MSIVs with water.
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CONTINGENCY ¹1 ALTERNATE L1.'VEL CONTROL

Cl-2 A130 Observe RPV press is above 195 psig.

A131 Observe RPV press is below 195 psig.

A132 Line up for injection, start pumps, and raise injection flow to
the maximum with all systems and injection subsystems.

CONTINGENCY ¹2 EMERGENCY RPV DEPRESSURIZATION

C2-1 A133 Determine that all injection into the RPV except for boron
injection systems, CRD, and RCIC have been terminated and
prevented.

C2-1.3 A134 Rapidly depressurize RPV defeating isolation interlocks.

CONTINGENCY ¹3 STEAM COOLING

C3-1 A135 Determine when water level drops to -57.8 in.

CONTINGENCY ¹4 RPV FLOODING

C4-1.1 A136 Determine if less than 1 SRV can be opened.

C4-1.2 A137 Determine if at least 4 SRVs can be opened.

C4-1.3 A138 Determine at least 1 SRV is open.

C4-1.3 A139 Defeat feedwater pumps RPV water level trip interlocks.

C4-1.3 A140 Defeat HPCS RPV water level trip interlocks.

C4-1.4 A141 Control injection to maintain RPV pressure above Minimum
Alternate RPV Flooding Pressure but as low as practicable.

C4-3.1 A142 Determine RPV pressure is not dropping.

A143 Determine RPV pressure is 61 psig or more above suppression
chamber pressure.

A144 Determine less than 4 SRVs are open.

A145 Determine RPV pressure cannot be maintained at least 61 psig or
more above suppression chamber pressure.

C4-4 A146 Determine RPV water level indication is restored.
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CONTINGENCY ¹5 LEVEL/POWER CONTROL

A147 Determine if any main steam line is open.

A148 Restore IAS supply to the containment.

A149 Determine if RPV water level is between -45.2 in. and level to
which it, was lowered in step C5-2.

A150 Determine if RPV water level is between -14 and +202.3 in.

A151 Maintain RPV water level between -45.2 and +202.3 in.

A152 Determine RPV water level cannot be maintained above 45.2 in.

A153 Determine RPV pressure is below the Minimum Alternate RPV

Flooding Pressure.

CONTINGENCY ¹6 PRIMARY CONTAINMENT FLOODING

A154 Determine when primary containment water level reaches El. 246
ft. 6 in.

A155 Vent RPV, defeating isolation interlocks.

A156 Determine when primary containment water level reaches El. 298
ft. 6 in.

A157 Maintain primary containment water level between El. 298 ft. 6
in. and the Maximum Primary Containment Water Level Limit.

A158 Control RPV level using head spray.
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EOP-6

Attachment 1, RPV Water Level Associated ESF Initiations

1.1
1.1.1
1.1.2

1.1.3

1.1.4
1.1.5
1.1.6
1.1.7

1.2
1.2.1

1.2.2
1.2.3

1.2.4

1.2.5

1.2.6

1.2.7

RPV level 3 (159.3 inches):
Verify reactor scram.
Verify group 4 isolation:
a. 2RHS*MOV142
b. 2RHS*MOV149
c. 2RHS*SOV35A, B
d. 2RHS*SOV36A, B

Verify group 5 isolation:
a. 2RHS+MOV104
b. 2RHS+MOV112
c. 2RHS+MOV113
d. 2RHS*SOV40A, B
e. 2RHS*SOV67A, B
Verify RCS pumps downshift.
Verify FWS setpoint setdown.
Verify PAM recorders to fast speed.
Verify ADS confirmatory low.

RPV level 2 (108.8 inches):
Verify division 3 initiation:
a. HPCS pump
b. HPCS DG

Verify RCIC initiation.
Veriy group 2 isolation:
a. 2RCS*SOV104/105
Verify group 3 isolation:
a. MMS*SOVlA thru SOVlE
b. 2GSMASOV166
Verify group 6 and 7 isolation:
a. 2WCS*MOV112
b. 2WCSMOV*102
Verify group 9 isolation:
a. 2CPS+AOV104, 105
b. 2CPS+AOV110, 111
c. 2CPS+AOV121, 122
d. 2CPS%'AOV106, 107
e. 2CPS+AOV108, 109
f. 2CPS+AOV119, 120
Verify group 8 isolation:
a. 2IAS*SOV166, 167, 168
b. 2CCP*MOV15A, 16A, 17A, 94A
c. 2RCS*SOV65A, 66A, 67A, 68A
d. 2RCS*SOV79A, 80A, 81A, 82A
e. 2CCP*MOV122, 124, 265, 273

2DFR%'MOV120, 121, 139, 140
g. 2CMS*SOV32A, 33A, 34A, 35A
h. 2CMS*SOV32B, 33B, 34B, 35B
i. 2CMS*SOV60A, 61A, 62A, 63A
j . 2CMS*SOV60A, 61A, 62A, 63B
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EOP-6, Attachment 1, Section 1.2.7 (continued)

1.2.8

1.2.9

1.2.10

k 2HCS%'MOV1A, 2A, 3A, 4A, 5A, 6A
1. 2LMS*SOV153, 157
m. 2IAS*SOV164, 165
n. 2CCP*MOV15A, 16B, 17B, 94B
o. 2RCS*SOV65-68B
p. 2RCS*SOV79-82B
q. 2DER+MOV119, 120, 130, 131
r. 2CMS*SOV24-26B
s. 2CMS*SOV24-26C
t. 2CMS*SOV24-26D
U. 2HCS%'MOV1-6B

v. 2LMS*SOV152, 156
Verify control building special filter train
a. 2HVC*MOV1A, B

b. 2HVC*FN2A, B

Verify RRCS L2 logic:
a. ARI
b. RCS pumps trip
c. SLS initiation if > 4% after 98 seconds
d. MCS isolation after SLS initiation
Verify secondary containment isolation:
a. AOD1A and 1B, 9A and 9B, 10A and 10B
b. UC-413 A or B startup
c. SBGT A or B startup

startup:

1.3
1.3.1

1.3.2

1.3.3
1.3.4

RPV level 1 (17.8 inches):
Verify division 1 ECCS initiation:
a. RHS A
b. LPCS
c. Div 1 DG

Verify division 2 ECCS initiation:
a. RHS B
b. RHS C

Verify ADS initiation (105 seconds time delay).
Verify MSIV isolation:
a. 2MSS+AOV6A, 6B, 6C, 6D
b. 2MSSAAOV7A, 7B, 7C, 7D

Attachment 2, Defeating Low RPV Press Isolation Interlocks

2.1
2.1.1
2.1.2

Locate and remove the following relays:
E51-K86 in P618
E51-K78 in P621

2.2
2.2.1
2.2.2

Reinstall the following relays:
E51-K86 in P618
E51-K78 in P621
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EOP-6

Attachment 3, Thro ttling ECCS Injection

3.1
3.1.1

3.1.2
3.1.3

3.2
3.2 '

3.2.2
3.2.3

3.3
3.3.1

Note

HPCS Injection Throttling:
Remove the seal in circuitry from 2CSH+MOV107 by lifting 2EHS+MCC201,
cubicle 2C terminal board connection 10 and 11.
Throttle 2CSH*MOV107 from P601.
When no longer required, restore the lifted leads per SSS direction.

LPCS Injection Throttling:
Remove the seal in circuitry from 2CSL+MOV104 by lifting 2EHS*MCC102C,
cubicle 15B, contacts 1 and 7 from 49X-2CSLN04.
Throttle 2CSL+MOV104 from P601.
When no longer required, restore the lifted leads per SSS direction.

LPCI A Injection Throttling:
Perform the following:
a. Remove seal in circuitry from 2RHS+MOV24A by lifting the

following leads and throttle 2RHS+MOV24A from P601.
1. 2EHS*MCC103C, rear of cubicle 17C contacts A5 and A7 of

relay 49X-2RHSA10.
b. Utilize HX-A bypass, 2RHS*MOV8A for throttling as follows:
2RHS+MOV8A is interlocked open for 10 minutes following a LPCI auto
initiation signal.

1. Shut 2RHS*MOV12A.
2. Throttle 2RHS+MOV8A from P601.

c. When no longer required, restore the lifted leads per SSS
direction.

3.4
3.4.1

LPCI B Injection Throttling:
Perform the following:
a. Remove seal in circuitry from 2RHS*MOV24B by lifting the

following leads and throttle 2RHS*MOV24B from P601.
l. 2EHS+MCC303D, rear of cubicle 14C contacts A5 and A7 of

relay 49X.
b. Utilize HX-B bypass, 2RHS+MOV8B for throttling as follows:

1. Shut 2RHS*MOV12B.
2. Throttle 2RHS*MOV8B from P601.

c. When no longer required, restore lifted leads as directed by the
SSS.

3.5
3.5.1

3.5.2
3.5.3

LPCI C Injection Throttling:
Remove the seal in circuitry by lifting the following leads:
a. 2EHS*MCC303D, rear of cubicle 19A, contacts A5 and A7 from relay

49X.
Throttle 2RHS*MOV24C from P601.
When no longer required, restore the lifted leads as directed by the
SSS.
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EOP-6

Attachment 4 (continued)

4.1
Caution

4.1.1
4.1.2
4.1.3

Controller setpoint adjustment:
1. Verify turbine speed is greater than 1500 RPM.
2. Verify system flow does not exceed 600 GPM.

Verify RCIC flow controller in AUTO.
Lower or raise RCIC system flow setpoint to control system flow.
Return controller setpoint to 600 GPM.

4.2
4.2.1
4.2.2

4.2.3

Flow rejection to the CST:
Open 2ICS+MOV124.
Control injection flow by throttling 21CS*FV108:
a. To lower injection flow, throttle open.
b. To raise injection flow, throttle close.
When no longer required, close the following:
a. 2ICS*FV108
b. 2ICS*MOV124

Attachment 5, RHR Service Water Crosstie

5.1 Verify service water pumps are available to inject RHR.

5.2 Place RHR pump 1B in PULL-TO-LOCK.

5.3

5.4

5.5

5.6

5.7

Shut heat exchanger 1B inlet bypass valve 2RHS+MOV8B, at P601.

Shut heat exchanger 1B outlet valve 2RHS+MOV12B.

Open service water injection to RHR B 2RHS+MOV116, at P601.

Verify 2RHS*SOV126 closes.

Open Service water injection to RHR B 2RHS+MOV116, at P601.

Note Verify RPV pressure less than service water header pressure prior to
initiating RPV flooding.

5.8 To commence RPV injection, open one of the following at P601:
a. LPCI B injection valve RHS+MOV24B
b. SDC B return RHS*MOV40B
c. RHR B to reactor head spray RHS*MOV104

5.9 To commence containment injection, open one of the following at P601:
a. Outlet to suppression pool spray 2RHS*MOV33B
b. Outlet to drywell spray 2RHS*MOV15B, and outlet to drywell spray

2RHS*MOV25B
c. Return to suppression pool cooling 2RHS*FV38B
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EOP-6, Attachment 5 (continued)

5.10 To shutdown RPV/containment service water injection, shut the
following at P601:
a. LPCI B injection valve 2RHS*MOV24B
b. SDC B return 2RHS*MOV40B
c. RHR B to reactor head spray 2RHS*MOV104
d. Outlet to suppression pool spray 2RHS+MOV33B

e. Outlet to drywell spray 2RHS+MOV25B

f. Outlet to drywell spray 2RHS*MOV15B

g. Return to suppression pool cooling 2RHS*FV38B
h. Service water injection to RHR B 2RHS*MOV115
i. Service water injection to RHS B 2RHS*MOV116

5.11

5.12

Open 2RHS*MOV12B.

Open 2RHS*MOV8B.

Attachment 6, RHR Firewater System Crosstie

6.1
6.1.1
6.1.2
6.1.3

6. 1.4.

6.1.5
6.1.6
6.1.7

6.1.8

Caution

6.1.9

Inject through RHR A LPCI header:
Place 2RHS*PlA in PULL-TO-LOCK.
Shut CNS to RHR supply isolation 2CNS-V621.
Verify shut condensate flush supply to A containment spray header
2RHS+V70.
Remove test connection blank flange between valves 2CNS-V621 and
2RHS+V70.
Remove fire hose at FHR .93 and connect 2h inch fire hose from gangbox.
Install adaptor and connect fire hose to test connection flange.
Shut the following RHR valves at P601:
a. RHR A to drywell sprays 2RHS*MOV15A
b. RHR HX A RHR discharge 2RHS*MOV12A
c. HX A RHR bypass 2RHS+MOV8A
d. RHR A to suppression pool spray 2RHS*MOV33A
e. RHR A to suppression pool cooling 2RHS*FV38A
f. SDC A return 2RHS*MOV40A
To inject fire system water into the RPV, perform the following:
a. Open FHR93 angle valve, 2FPW-V391.
Verify RPV pressure less than fan pressure.
b. Unlock and open condensate flush supply to A containment spray

header 2RHS*V70.
c. Open LPCI A injection 2RHS*MOV24A at P601.
To stop fixe system water injection into the RPV, perform the
following:
a. Shut FHR93 angle valve 2FPW-V391.
b. Shut and lock condensate flush supply to A containment spray

header 2RHS*V70.
c. Remove adaptors, restore blank flange, and replace fire hose at

FHR93.
d. Open CNS to RHR supply isolation 2CNS-V621.
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EOP-6, Attachment 6 (continued)

6.2
6.2.1
6.2.2
6.2.3

6.2.4

6.2.5
6.2.6
6.2.7

6.2.8

6.2.9

Inject through RHR B LPCI header:
Place 2RHS*P1B in PULL-TO-LOCK.
Shut CNS to RHR supply isolation 2CNS-V622.
Verify shut condensate flush supply to B containment spray header
2RHS+V79.
Remove test connection blank flange between valves 2CNS-V622 and
2RHS+V79.
Remove nozzle from fire hose at FHR 78 or FHR 86.
Install adaptor and connect fire hose to test connection flange.
Shut the following RHR valves at P601:
a. RHR B to drywell sprays 2RHS*MOV15B
b. RHR HX B RHR discharge 2RHS*MOV12B
c. HX B RHR bypass 2RHS+MOV8B
d. RHR B to suppression pool spray 2RHS+MOV33B
e. RHR B to suppression pool cooling 2RHS*FV38B
f. SDC B return 2RHS+MOV40B

g. RHR to reactor head spray 2RHS+MOV104
To inject fire system water into the RPV, perform the following:
a. Open FHR 78 or FHR 86 angle valve 2FPW-V375 or V383.
b. Unlock and open condensate flush supply to B containment spray

header 2RHS+V79.
c. Open LPCI B injection 2RHS*MOV24B, at P601.
To stop fire system water injection into the RPV, perform the
following:
a. Close 2RHS+MOV24B at F601.
b. Shut FHR 78 or FHR 86 angle valve 2FPW-V375 or V383.
c. Shut and lock condensate flush supply to B containment spray

header 2RHS+V79.
d. Remove adaptors, restore blank flange and replace fire hose at

FHR 78 or 86.
e. Open CNS to RHR supply isolation 2CNS-V622.

Attachment 7, ECCS Keepfull Pump Injection

7.1
7 '.1
7.1.2
7.1.3
7.1.4
7.1.5

HPCS Keepfull Pump Injection:
Place 2CSH*Pl in PULL-TO-LOCK.
Open 2CSH*MOV107 to begin injection.
Shut 2CSH*P2 recirc line throttle valve 2CSH+V96.
When required to stop injection, shut 2CSH*MOV107.
Reopen *V96 when no longer required to maximize keepfull pump
injection.

7.2
7.2.1
7.2.2

LPCS/RHR A Keepfull Pump Injection:
Place 2CSL+Pl and 2RHS*P1A in PULL-TO-LOCK.
To inject into the RPV through LPCS injection header, per'form the
following:
a. Shut CSL press supply to RHR A stop check 2RHS*V47.
b. Open pump 1 injection valve 2CSL+MOV104, at P601.
c. Unlock and shut P2 recirc isolation valve 2CSL+V50.
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EOP-6, Attachment 7, Section 7.2 (continued)

7.2.3

7.2.4

7.2.5

To inject into the RPV through LPCI A injection header, perform the
following:
a. Unlock and shut water leg pump discharge isolation 2CSL+V17.
b. Open LPCI A injection valve 2RHS+MOV24A, at P601.
c. Unlock and shut P2 recirc isolation valve 2CSL+V50.
Shutdown injection through LPCS header:
a. Lock open P2 recirc isolation valve 2CSL+V50.
b. If not required for LPCS injection, shut pump 1 injection valve

2CSL+MOV104, at, P601.
c. Open CSL pressure supply to RHR A stop check 2RHS+V47.
Shutdown injection through LPCI A header:
a. Lock open P2 recirc isolation valve 2CSL+V50.
b. If not required for LPCI A injection, shut 2RHS*MOV24A
c. Open 2CSL+V17.

7.3
7.3.1
7.3.2

7.3.3

7.3.4

'.3

'

RHS B/C Keepfull Pump Injection
Place 2RHS*P1B and P1C in PULL-TO-LOCK.
To inject into the RPV through RHR B, perform the following:
a. Shut P2 discharge stop check to RHR C loop, 2RHS*V17.
b. Open LPCI B injection valve RHS+MOV24B, at P601.
c. Unlock and shut P2 recirc isolation valve, 2RHS*V263.
To inject into the RPV through RHR C, perform the following:
a. Shut P2 discharge stop check to RHR B loop 2RHS*V61.
b. Open LPCI C injection valve RHS*MOV24C, at P601.
c. Unlock and shut P2 recirc isolation valve 2RHS*V263.
Shutdown RHR B injection:
a. Lock open P2 recirc isolation valve 2RHS+V263.
b. If not required for LPCI B injection, shut LPCI B injection

RHS*MOV24B, at P601.
c. Open P2 discharge stop check to RHR C loop 2RHS+V17.
Shutdown RHR C injection, as required:
a. Lock open P2 recirc isolation valve 2RHS+V263.
b. If not required for LPCI C injection, shut LPCI C injection

RHS*MOV24C, at P601.
c. Open P2 discharge stop check to RHR B loop 2RHS*V61.

valve

valve

Attachment 8, Condensate Transfer Injection

8.1 Verify RPV press is less than 195 PSIG.

8.2 Verify the respective ECCS pump is not running and place in
PULL-TO-LOCK.

8.3 Unlock and open the respective condensate transfer manual isolation
valve(s).
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EOP-6, Attachment 8 (continued)

Open the respective system injection valve to commence adding water to the RPV

and primary containment.

~Ss tee
Condensate

Manual Isolation
System

In ection Valve

HPCS
LPCS
LPCI A
LPCI B
LPCI C

2CSH+V30 and 31
2CSL%'V16
2RHS+V70
2RHS+V79
2RHS+V21

2CSH%'MOV107
2CSH%'MOV104
2RHS*MOV24A
2RHS+MOV24B
2RHS*MOV24C

8.5 When no longer required, close and lock the manual condensate transfer
valve(s) and injection MOV.

Attachment 9, SLS Test Tank Injection

Caution Verify test tank level greater than the outlet piping connection when
operating standby liquid pumps.

9.1 Unlock and shut storage tank header A and B outlet isolations 2SLS*V45
and V46.

9.2 Open test tank demin water supply valve 2SLS+V5.

9.3 Fill and maintain test tank level greater than the outlet piping
connection by unlocking and throttling test tank outlet valve
2SLS*HCV111.

9.4 Start pump lA(B) SLS*P1A(B) by turning keylock control switch
momentarily to PUMP A(B) RUN at P601.

9.5
9.5.1
9.5.2
9.5.3
9.5.4
9.5.5

When no longer required as an injection source, perform the following:
Stop SLS*PlA(B).
Close 2SLS+V5.
Close 2SLS*HCV111.
Open 2SLS+V45.
Open 2SLS*V46.

Attachment 10, Depressurizing the RPV Using the Condenser

10.1
10.1.1

Defeating IAS and Low
Install the following
Panel R~ele
P609 B22H-K148A
P609 B22H-K148B
P611 B22H-K148C
P611 B22H-K148D

RPV Water Level Interlocks
jumpers:

Terminals
Ml to Tl
Ml to Tl
Ml to Tl
Ml to Tl
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EOP-6, Attachment 10, Section 10.1 (continued)

10. 1. 2

10.1.3

Place LOCA override switch to OVERRIDE 'at P851 for 2IAS*SOV166 and
184.
Reset the isolation signal by depressing both MSIV and DRAIN V ISOL
RESET pushbuttons on P602.

10.2
10.2.1

10.2.2

10.2.3

10.2.4

10.2.5
10 '.6
10.2.7

10.2.8
10.2.9
10.2.10

10.2.11

10.2.12

10.3
10.3.1

10.3.2

10.3.3

10.3.4

10.3.5
10.3.6
10.3.7
10.3.8

10.3.9
10.3.10
10.3.11

10.3.12

Using MSL Drains:
If MSL drain valves are isolated on low RPV water level and if
authorized, perform Section 10.1 to defeat the interlock.
Verify 2MSS-HCV110 is closed. Shut or verify shut 2MSS+MOVlll,
2MSS*MOV112, 2MSS+MOV207, and 2MSS*MOV208.
Slowly open drains 2MSS-V229 and 2MSS-V230. Remove cap and open vent
valves 2MSS-V390, 2MSS-V391.
Upon completion of draining, shut the vent and drain valves and
replace cap on 2MSS-V391.
Slowly open 2MSS-HCV110 to 0.4" open from fully closed position.
If 2MSS+MOV189 is open, lift lead AA-7 in P856 bay D.
Shut 2MSS*MOV189 by placing control switch momentarily to CLOSE at
P824.
Clear yellow hold out and close MCC 2EHS+MCC102A, breaker 7A.
Open 2MSS*MOVlll and 2MSS+MOV112 at P602.
Throttle open 2MSS+MOV207 by holding control switch in OPEN position
for about 2 seconds but not to exceed 6 seconds of total opening time.
After two minutes, fully open 2MSS*MOV207 by holding control switch to
OPEN.
When no longer required, restore the following defeated interlocks:
a. F609 B22H-K148A Ml to Tl jumper removed
b. F609 B22H-K148B Ml to Tl jumper removed
c. P611 B22H-K148C MI to Tl jumper removed
d. P611 B22H-K148D MI to Tl jumper removed
e. F856 Lead AA-7 in bay D relanded

Opening MSIVs to utilize Bypass Valves:
If MSIVs are isolated due to Low RPV water level and if authorized,
perform Section 10.1 to defeat interlocks.
Verify 2MSS-HCV110 is closed. Shut or verify shut 2MSS+MOV111,
2MSS+MOV112, 2MSS*MOV207, and 2MSS*MOV208.
Slowly open drains 2MSS-V229 and 2MSS-230. Remove cap and open vent
valves 2MSS-V390 and 2MSS-V391.
Upon completion of draining, shut the vent and drain valves and
replace cap on 2MSS-V391.
Verify 2MSS-AOV87A, B, C, D are open on P824.
Open 2MSS*MOV187.
If 2MSS*MOV189 is open, lift lead AA-7, Bay D in panel P856.
Shut 2MSS*MOV189 by placing control switch momentarily to CLOSE at
P824.
Clear yellow hold out and close MCC 2EHS*MCC102A breaker 7A.
Open 2MSS*MOV111 and 2MSS*MOV112 at P602.
Throttle open 2MSS*MOV207 by holding control switch in OPEN position
for about 2 seconds (not to exceed 6 seconds of total opening time).
After two minutes, fully open 2MSS*MOV207 by holding contxol switch in
OPEN.
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EOP-6, Attachment 10, Section 10.3 (continued)

10.3.13

10.3.14

10.3.15

10.3.16
10.3.17
10.3.18
10.3.19

Monitor MSL drain temperature 2MSS-TE175 (point 20) on recorder
2MSS-TRSH-1614 on P614B.
a. Monitor main steam header pressure 2MSS-PI101 on P851 and reactor

pressure indicator 2ISC-PI4A, B and C on P603.
b. Shut 2MSS-AOV87A, B, C and D on P824 as required to pressurize

the main steam lines.
a. Verify reactor and main steam differential pressure is less than

approximately 150 psid.
b. Open MSIVs 2MSS+AOV7A, B, C and D on P602.
Open 21AS*SOV166 and 184 on P851.
Open inboard MSIVs 2MSS+AOV6A, B, C and D on F602.
Use turbine bypass valves as directed by EOPs.
When no longer required, restore the following defeated interlocks:
a. P609 B22-K148A Ml to Tl
b. P609 B22-K148B Ml to Tl
c. P611 B22-K148C Ml to Tl
d. P611 B22-K148D Ml to Tl
e. P856 lifted lead AA-7 in bay D relanded

Attachment 11, Defeating RWCU System Isolation Interlocks

a. Determine if LDS interlocks are the only ones required to be
defeated.

b. Place switches E31-SlA and B to BYPASS.

11.2 a.
b.

Determine if RRCS interlocks are required to be defeated.
Disconnect the following jacks:

P736 B TC 204 (J2)
P737 A TC 104 (J2)

11.4

To defeat all isolation interlocks (except RRCS) perform the
following:
a. Lift lead off terminal B on B22-K170 (P622) for inboard isolation

*MOV102.
b. Jumper E to D on B22-K170 (F622) for inboard isolation *MOV102.
c. Lift lead off terminal B on B22-K171 (P623) for *MOV112 inboard

isolation.
d. Jumper E to D on B22-K171 (P623) for *MOV112 inboard isolation.

When no longer required, restore defeated interlocks above as directed
by the SSS.

Attachment 12, SLS Manual Initiation

12.1

12.2.
12.2.1

Initiate SLS by turning keylock pump 2SLS*P1A and 2SLS*P1B control
switches (P601) momentarily to PUMP A RUN and PUMP B RUN.

Verify the following at P601:
2SLS*MOVlA and 1B open.
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12.2.2
12.2.3
12.2.4
12.2.5
12.2.6

2SLS*P1A and P1B running.
2SLS+VEX3A and 3B white lights out.
2SLS*PlA and P1B discharge press greater than RPV pressure.
SLS storage tank level lowering.
SLS total flow approximately 86 gpm.

12.3

12.3.1
12.3.2

a. Determine if WCS is not being used to assist in pressure control
and the isolation signal is not intentionally defeated.

b. Verify system isolation at P602.
Verify 2WCS+MOV112 shut.
Verify 2WCS~MOV102 shut.

12.4 a. Determine if WCS is being used to assist in pressure control and
the isolation signal was intentionally defeated.

b. Verify system filter demins are bypassed.

12.5

12.6

Verify reactor power is lowering as SLS injects.

Continue to inject boron until directed by N2-EOP-RPV.

Attachment 13, RRCS Manual Initiation

13.1 Arm and depress div I (II) RRCS MANUAL INITIATIONpushbuttons on P603.

13.2
13.2.1
13.2.2

Verify the following at P603:
Division I (II) RRCS ARI INITIATE amber light on
A reactor scram occurs

13.3

13.3.1
13.3.2

After a 98 second time delay and APRMs are not downscale (or
inoperable), verify the following:
WCS isolates
SLS initiates

13.4 Reset RRCS.

Attachment 14, Alternate Control Rod Insertions

14.1
14.1.1

De-energize scram solenoids.
At P610 place the power source selector switch to ALT A, ALT B then
NORM position.
De-energize individual scram solenoids by placing both test switches
on the HCU from NORM to test for the rods not inserted, using the
following pattern:
a. Starting with the rod at or near the center of the core or region

of rods not inserted, scram every other rod working outward in a
spiral until a checkerboard pattern is achieved.
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14.1.2

b.

c ~

Vent
a.

b.

Scram the remaining rods by starting with a rod at or near the
center of the affected region working out in a spiral until all
remaining, rods are scrammed.
Repeat for remaining affected regions if applicable.
the scram air header:
Initiate ARI from the relay room using keylock switches in
2CEC*P001 and P002.
Shut 2RDS-V595, open 2RDS-V43.

14. 2
14.2.1

14 '.2

14.2.3

14.2.4

14.2.5
14.2.6
14.2.7

14.2.8

Manual Scrams
Reset ARI, defeat ARI interlocks:
a. Pull the following fuses to fail close the ARI valves:

Div 1
C22-P001-2 (2CEC*P001)
F5A - 2RRSA02 (20A)
F6A - 2RRSA02 (20A)
F11A - 2RRSA02 (3A)
F12A - 2RRSA02 (3A)

Div 2
C22-P002-2 (2CEC*P002)
F5B - 2RRSB02 (20A)
F6B - 2RRSB02 (20A)
F11B - 2RRSB02 (3A)
F12B - 2RRSB02 (3A)

Reset the following EPAs:
a. 2RPM+ACB1A
b. 2RPM%'ACB2A

c. 2RPM+ACBlB
d. 2RPM+ACB2B
Reset the scram, install the following jumpers to defeat RPS
interlocks as follows:

(P609) from fuse C72A-F14A to relay C72A-K12E contact B

(P609) from fuse C72A-F14C to relay C72A-K12G contact B

(P611) from fuse C72A-F14B to relay C72A-K12F contact B

(P611) from fuse C72A-F14D to relay C72A-K12H contact B

Verify the SDV drained by observing annunciator 603130 SDV LEVEL HIGH
cleared.
Initiate a manual scram.
If control rods moved inward, repeat this section as required.
a. Determine when RPS interlocks are no longer required to be

defeated.
b. Remove the jumpers installed in Step 14.2.3.
a. Determine when ARI interlocks are no longer required to be

defeated.
b. Reinstall the fuses pulled in Step 14.2.1.

14.3
14.3.1
14.3.2

Manually Insert Control Rods:
Start the second CRD pump.
a. Open 2RDS-FV6A/B (P601).
b. Do not exceed 40 amps on running pumps.
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14.3.3
14.3.4

14.3.5

14.3.6

14.3.7

14.3.8

Maximize drive water DP, by closing 2RDS-PV101 (P603).
Close the charging header isolation valve (2RDS-V28). This valve may
have to be reopened if using Section 14.2.3 to change the RDS

accumulator.
Defeat the RWM if required by taking the bypass-normal switch to the
BYPASS position.
Defeat RSCS if required by installing the following jumpers:
a. (F613) trip unit C12-N654A terminal 7 to 8
b. (P613) trip unit C12-N654B terminal 7 to 8

Rapidly insert control rods using either continuous insert pushbuttons
of RMC:
a. Starting with the rod at or near the center of the core or region

of the rods not inserted, insert every other rod working outward
in a spiral until a checkerboard pattern is achieved.

b. Continuously insert the remaining rods starting with a rod at or
near the center of the affected region working out in a spiral
until the remaining rods are inserted.

c. Repeat for the remaining affected regions if applicable.
When no longer required, remove jumpers installed in Step 14.3.6 and
unbypass the RWM.

14.4
14.4.1

14.4 '

Manual control rod insertion with no CRD pump available
Use the following sequence for control rod insertion:
a. Starting with the rod at or near the center of the core or region

of rods not inserted, insert every other rod working in a spiral
until a checkerboard pattern is achieved.

b. Insert the remaining rods by starting with a rod at or near the
center of the affected region working out in a spiral pattern
until all remaining rods are inserted.

c. Repeat for remaining affected regions if applicable.
To insert control rods with no CRD pump available, vent the above
piston area as follows:
a. Locate and connect a drain rig to 2RDS-Vl of the HCU to be vented

by removing the cap, hooking up the hose and routing the hose to
a reactor building drain.
Remove the cap from 2RDS-Vl operator.
Open 2RDS-V1.
Shut 2RDS-Vl when rod motion stops.
Remove the drain rig and install the cap.
Reinstall cap on 2RDS-Vl operator.

Attachment 15, SLS Hydro Pump Injection

15.1
15.1.1

15.1.2
15.1.3
15.1.4

Obtain the following:
A hydro pump cable of overcoming reactor pressure ( CRD maintenance
room, E1289, reactor building
50 feet of air hose (air required for pump located behind SLS pumps)
50 feet total of hydro hose
Connections to hook suction side of hydro pump to 3/4 inch female
threads
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15.1.5 Connections to hook discharge side of hydro pump to 3/4 inch male
threads

15.2 a.

b.

Uncap downstream of SLS pump lA(B) suction pressure test
connection 2SLS*V42(V44).
Connect suction side of hydro pump to the system and the hydro
pump.

15.3 a. Uncap downstream of injection header drain connection 2SLS*V35.
b. Connect discharge side of hydro pump to the system and hydro

pump.

15.4

b.

Manually open SLC pump 1A(B) suction isolation 2SLS+MOVlA
(MOV1B), either locally or from F601.
If operating locally, open breaker 17D on 2EHS*MCC102C (16B on
2EHS*MCC302D).

15. 5

15.6

15.7

Open SLS pump 1A(B) suction pressure test connection 2SLS+V42 (V44).

Open injection header drain connection 2SLS+V35.

Open injection header drain connection 2SLS+V34.

15.8

b.

Open outboard isolation 2SLS*MOV5A(5B) either locally or from
P601.If operating locally, open breaker 10A on 2EHS+MCC102A (4D on
2EHS*MCC302B).

15.9 Start hydro pump by hooking up and turning on the air supply.

15.10 Continue injection until directed by N2-EOPs to stop hydro pump, or
SLS tank level reaches 0.

Attachment 16, Use of SJAE with Aux Boiler Steam

16.1
16.1.1
16.1.2

Defeat OFG system isolation.
Lift two leads 3001 from CR-HRR at panel 20FG-IPNL 122.
Notify Chemistry concerning inoperability of RE13A and B.

Note The offgas and condenser air removal systems should be in a normal
(pre-trip) line up (i.e., manual valves should be lined up to support
operation).

16.2

16.3

Verify 2ASS-MOV148 is shut.

Verify CWS system operating (N2-0P-10).

16.4 Verify that the aux boiler is in operation to supply steam to
condenser air removal, offgas and turbine seals.
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16.5 Verify the main turbine sealing system is in operation (N2-0P-25).

16.6 Verify the offgas system is in operation (with aux boiler steam)
(N2-0P-42).

16.7

16.8

16.9

16.10

Open 2ASS-AOV147 to supply aux boiler steam to the SJAE.

Verify pressure is approximately 110 psig at 2ASS-PI122.

Verify 2ARC-AOV104 open.

Monitor condenser vacuum and offgas flow.

Attachment 17, Backfilling MSIVs

17.1

17.2

Verify all MSIVs are shut.

Shut 2MSS-HCV110.

17.3 Connect a hose to an available water source to back fill the MSLs.
Hoses and fittings are located in the gang box labeled "EOP-MSL" on TB
el 250 directly west of MCC10.

17.4 Remove cap and connect the hose to the tail piece of 2MSS-V390 and
2MSS-V391.

17.5

17.6

17.7

Verify running, or start, applicable water source pumps.

Open 2MSS*V390 and 2MSS*V391.

Open the applicable water source valves.

Note If required, defeat the isolation signal to 2MSS*MOV208 at panel P623,
as follows:
a. Lift leads at contact E and jumper contacts A to B on relay

B22-K8.
b. Remove lower front panel of P623 to gain access to this relay and

its contacts.

17.8

17.9

Open 2MSS*MOV208.

Discontinue backfill by closing 2MSS*MOV208 when directed by the SSS.

Repeat Steps 17.8 and 17.9 as required to control leakage past the
MSIVs.

17.11 When no longer required, restore any lifted leads and jumpers.
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18.1 Venting to the Condenser

Note
18.1.1

18.1.2

18.1.3
18.1.4

18.1.5

Determine condenser vacuum is available:
Open one set of MSIVs.
a. Verify MSIV control switches on P602 are in the CLOSE position.
b. If no isolation signals exist, reset the isolation logic as

required by depressing MSIV and DRAIN V MANUAL ISOL RESET
pushbuttons on P602.

c. If any isolation signals exist, defeat isolation interlocks by
placing jumpers in the following locations:

(P609) B22-K7A terminals T4 to Bl
(P609) B22-K7C terminals T4 to Bl
(P611) B22-K7B terminals T4 to Bl
(P611) B22-K7D terminals T4 to Bl

d. If a LOCA signal is present, place the LOCA override switch for
2IAS* SOV166 and 184 to OVERRIDE (P851).

e. Open 2IAS*SOV 166'nd 184.
f. Open an outboard MSIV by placing its control switch to AUTO.
g. Open the corresponding inboard MSIV by placing its control switch

to AUTO.
If a pair of MSIVs cannot be opened, bypass the MSIVs using steam line
drains.
a. Open 2MSS*MOV207.
b. Open 2MSS*MOV111.
c. Open 2MSS+MOV112.
d. Open 2MSS+MOV187.
Open the turbine bypass valves to keep the RPV vented.If the bypass valves are unavailable, open as many steam drains as
possible to keep the RPV depressurized and vented to the condenser.
When venting is no longer required, close the bypass valves, MSIVs and
restore defeated interlocks as directed by the SSS.

18.2
18.2.1

18.2.2
18.2.3
18.2.4

Venting via use of RCIC:
Defeat isolation interlocks for 2ICS*MOV121 and 128 by pulling the
following relays:

(P618) E51-K33
(P621) E51-K15

Open 2ICS*MOV121 and 128.
Operate RCIC to keep the RPV vented.
When no longer required, secure RCIC, close 2ICS*MOV121 and 128, and
restore interlocks as directed by the SSS.

18.3
18.3.1

18.3.2
18.3.3
18.3.4

Venting via use of RHS steam condensing:If required, defeat isolation interlocks for 2ICS+MOV121 and 128 by
pulling the following relays:

(P618) E51-K33
(P621) E51-K15

Open 2ICS*MOV121 and 128.
Operate RHS in steam condensing mode to keep the RPV vented.
When no longer required, secure steam condensing, close 2ICS*MOV121
and 128 and restore interlocks as directed by the SSS.
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19. 1

19.2

Pull relay E22A-K13 (P625B).

When no longer required, reinstall relay E22A-K13.

Attachment 20, Defeating L8 FWS Interlocks

20.1

20.2

20.3

Install jumpers at the following locations:
(P612C) relay C33-K624A terminals 9 to 10
(P612C) relay C33-K624B terminals 9 to 10
(P612C) relay C33-K624C terminals 9 to 10

Control FWS injection in manual.

When no longer required, remove the above jumpers.

Attachment 21, Containment Venting

21. 1

21.1.1
21. 1. 2
21.1.3
21.1.4
21.1.5

Isolate N2 low
following:
2CPS-FV125
2CPS-SOV119
2CPS-SOV120
2CPS-SOV121
2CPS-SOV122

flow makeup to the primary containment by closing the

(P873)
(P873)
(P873)
(P875)
(P875)

21. 2
21.2.1

21.2.2
21.2.3

21.2.4

21.2.5

21.2.6

21.2.7

21.2.8

Containment venting through the '2 inch purge line:
Disable the SBGT Div I and II logic interlocks as follows:
a. Open 2SCM+PNL101A breaker
b. Open 2SCM+PNL301B breaker
Pull fuse F3-2GTSN01 at P856.
At P870 (P871), verify the following valve lineup:
a. SBGTS train A(B) decay heat cooling 2GTS*MOV4A(B) shut.
b. 'SBGTS train A(B) crossbleed pipe valve 2GTS*MOV28A(B) shut.
c. Throttle open pressure valve 2GTS*PV5A(B) by manually adjusting

controller 2GTS*PDIKA(B), reactor building in/out differential
pressure.

Place the purge outboard/inboard valves override switches 'to OVERRIDE
positions at P873 and P875 to open CPS valves during LOCA/high drywell
pressure conditions.
Place a jumper to defeat LOCA isolation from terminal point M3 to T3
on relay 3A-27-2ISCA02 for IAS*SOV168 [ESK 7IAS02] in P859, bay E,
location SG.
Place another jumper to defeat LOCA isolation from terminal point M2
to T2 on relay 3B-27-2ISCB02 for IAS*SOV180 [ESK 7IAS04] in F861, bay
E, location SG.
At P851 open the following:
a. 2IAS*SOV168
b. 2IAS*SOV180
Verify 2GTS+AOV101 shut (P873).
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Caution

21.2.9
21.2.10

21.2.11

21. 3
21.3.1

21.3.2

21.3.3

21.3.4

21.4
21.4.1

a. Determine it the other SGTS filter train (train not bypassed) is
not in operation.

b. Ensure both SBGTS INL VLV FR RB VENT VALVES 2GTS*MOV1A and MOV1B

are shut at F870 and P871.
Open 2GTS*SOV102 (P873).If SGTS is not operating, start the SBGT by placing SGTS train A(B)
initiation control switch to START position at P870(P871). Verify the
following actions occur at P870(P871):
a. SBGTS inlet valve from RB vent 2GTS+MOV1A(B) opens.
b. SGGTS train A(B) inlet valve 2GTS*MOV2A(B) opens.
c. SBGTS discharge fan lA(B) discharge valve 2GTS*MOV3A(B) opens.
Open either of the following:
a. 2CPS+AOV108 and 110 to vent the DW, or
b. 2CPS+AOV109 and 111 to vent to suppression chamber.

Blind flange 2GTS*FLTlB(A):
At P871(P870), stop the 2GTS*FLI1B(A) by placing the SBGTS train B(A)
initiation control switch to STOP position and verify:
a. SBTS train B(A) inlet valve 2GTS+MOV2B(A) shuts.
b. SBGTS discharge fan 1B(A) disch valve 2GTS+MOV3B(A) shuts.
c. SBGTS discharge fan 2GTS*FN1B(A) stops.
Have maintenance install two 20 inch blind flanges in GTS as follows:
a. For FLT1B(FLTlA), remove expansion joint 2GTS*EJ1B (2GTS*EJ1A)

and install one blind flange in the GTS line upstream of filter
inlet.

b. Remove expansion joint 2GTS*EJ2D (2GTS*EJ2C) and install the
second blind flange in the GTS line downstream of fan discharge.

If train B is blank flanged, disable the 2GTS*MOV2B and MOV3B

(division II) valve close circuits as follows:
a. At 2EHS*MCC302B, cubicle 10D, lift conductor 2GTSB04SCO at

terminal point 9.
a. At 2EHS*MCC302B, cubicle 10E, lift conductor 2GTSB04SCO at

terminal point 9.If train A is blank flanged, disable the 2GTS*MOV2A and MOV3A
(division I) valve close circuits as follows:
a. At 2EHS*MCC102A, cubicle 12D, lift conductor 2GTSA03SCO at

terminal point 9.
a. At 2EHS*MCC102A, cubicle 12E, lift conductor 2GTSA04SCO at

terminal point 9.

Emergency Venting via AOV101 (SBGT-B(A) blanked off):If in operation, stop the operating filter train by placing the SBGTS
train A(B) initiation control switch to STOP position at P870 (P871).
Verify the following at P870 (F871):
a. SBGTS inlet valve from RB vent 2GTS*MOV1A(B) shuts.
b. SBGTS train A(B) inlet valve 2GTS*MOV2A(B) shuts.
c. SBGTS discharge fan lA(B) discharge valve 2GTS*MOV3A(B) shuts.
d. SBGTS discharge fan 2GTS*FN1A(B) stops.
e. SBGTS train A(B) decay heat cooling 2GTS*MOV4A(B) remains shut.
f. SBGTS train A(B) crossbleed pipe valve 2GTS*MOV28A(B) shut.
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21.4.2

21.4.3

21.4.4

21.4.5

21.4.6

At P871 (P870), open 2GTS*MOV2B(A) and 2GTS+MOV3B(A) for the train
blank flanged.
At P873, open primary containment purge exhaust to SBGTS isolation
valve 2GTS+AOV101.
Throttle open pressure valve 2GTS*PV5B(A) by manually adjusting
controller 2GTS*PDIK5B(A). Reactor building in/out differential
pressure as required.
a. Determine when desired primary containment pressure is reached.
b. Shut primary containment purge exhaust to SBGTS isolation valve

2GTS%'AOV101.
c. Start standby SGTS filter train.
Restore bypassed filter train is assured that primary containment
pressure will not exceed the primary containment pressure limit.

21.5
21.5.1

21.5.2

21.5.3

21.5.4

21.5.5

21.5.6

21.5.7

System restoration:
Close electro-hydraulic valve 2GTS*MOV2B(A) and MOV3B(A) as follows:
a. Land leads if lifted in .step 2.2.4 as follows:

1. At 2EHS+MCC102A, cubicle 12D, land cable 2GTSA03SCO at
terminal point 9.

2. At 2EHS*MCC102A, cubicle 12E, land cable 2GTSA04SCO at
terminal point 9.

b. Land leads if lifted in step 21.3.3 as follows:
1. At 2EHS*MCC302B, cubicle 10D, land conductor 2GTSB03SCO at

terminal point 9.
2. At 2EHS*MCC302B, cubicle 10E, land conductor 2GTSB04SCO at

terminal point 9.
At P871 (P870), shut or verify closed:
a. SBGTS train B(A) inlet valve 2GTS+MOV2B(A).
b. SBGTS discharge fan 1B(A) discharge valve 2GTS+MOV3B(A).
Have maintenance remove two 20 inch blind flanges installed and
reinstall expansion joints removed at 21.3.2 ~

Restore logic interlocks bypassed in step 21.2 as follows:
a. Turn 2SCM+PNL101A breaker 20 ON.
b. Turn 2SCM*PNL301B breaker 19 ON.
c. Replace fuse F3-2GTSNOl at P856.
Start second SGTS filter train, if required, per section 21.2.
a. If second filter train is not placed in service, open SBGTS train

B(A) decay heat cooling 2GTS*MOV4B(A) and SBGTS train B(A)
crossbled pipe valve 2GTS*MOV28B(A) at P871 (P870).

Determine when primary containment venting/pressure reduction is no
longer required:
a. Close primary containment purge depressurization to SBGTS

isolation valve 2GTS*SOV102 at P873.
b. Close DW purge outboard outlet isolation valve 2CPS+AOV110 and

suppression pool purge outboard outlet isolation valve
2CPS*AOVlll at P873.

c. Close DW purge inboard outlet isolation valve 2CPS+AOV 108 and
suppression pool purge inboard isolation valve 2CPS+AOV109 at
P875.

At P871 (P870), stop operating SGTS filter trains, unless in operation
to support emergency mode of HVR operation per N2-0P-52.
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21.5.8
21.5.9
21.5.10

Close 2IAS*SOV168 and *SOV180 at P851.
Remove jumpers installed in steps 21.2.6 and 21.2.7.
Restore LOCA override switches (steps 21.2.4) to normal.

Attachment 22, Containment Sprays

Caution a.
b.
c ~

Determine if an RHR Pump lA(B) trip occurs.
Place the affected pump control switch in PULL-TO-LOCK
Perform RHR Loop A(B) emergency refill per section 22.15 prior to
resuming pump operation.

Note

22.1

Suppression pool water temperature should be mantained AT 70 F.

Verify drywell pressure greater than 1 ~ 68 psig.

22.2 Notify radiation protection to start radiation monitor 23 A/B sample
pump and verify that the monitor is on line and operating properly.

22.3 Open service water inlet to RHR heat exchanger A(B)2SWP+MOV90A(B).

22.4 Throttle open heat exchanger 1A(B) service water outlet valve
2SWP+MOV33A(B) to establish service water to RHR A(B) HX flow at
approximately 7400 gpm, at P601.

22.5

22.6

22.7

Shut LPCI A(B) injection valve 2RHS*MOV24A(B), at P601.

Start RHR pump 1A(B) at P601.

Verify pump lA(B) minimum flow val~e 2RHS*MOV4A(B), open at P601.

22.8
22.8.1

Note
22.8.2
22.8.3
22.8.4

Start suppression chamber spray.
Adjust RHR pump lA(B) flow to a minimum of 7450 gpm utilizing RHR A(B)
to suppression pool cooling valve 2RHS*FV38A(B), at P601.
Amber overrides light indicates an LPCI initiation signal is present.
Verify pump 1A(B) minimum flow valve 2RHS+MOV4A(B), shut at P601.
Open outlet to suppression pool spray 2RHS+MOV33A(B), at P601.
Verify approximately 450 gpm on suppression spray header A(B) flow,
P601.

22.9
22.9.1

22.9.2
22.9.3
22.9.4
22.9.5

Start drywell spray.If open, close RHR A(B) to supp pool cooling valve 2RHS*FV38A(B), at
F601.
Open outlet to drywell spray 2RHS*MOV25A(B), at P601.
Open outlet to drywell spray 2RHS*MOV25A(B), at P601.
Verify pump 1A(B) minimum flow valve RHS*MOV4A(B), shut at P601.
Verify approximately 7950 gpm on drywell spray header A(B) flow, at
P601.

Note HX A(B) inlet bypass, 2RHS*MOV8A(B), is interlocked open for 10
minutes following an auto LPCI initiation.
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22.10 To increase cooldown rate, throttle shut heat exchanger 1A(B) inlet
bypass valve 2RHS*MOV8A(B), at P601.

22.11 To decrease cooldown rate, throttle open heat exchanger lA(B) inlet
bypass valve 2RHS*MOV8A(B), at P601.

2.12
22.12.1
22.12.2

22.12.3

Shutdown suppression pool spray, as required, per the following:
Shut outlet to suppression pool spray 2RHS*MOV33A(B), at P601.
If open, shut RHR A(B) to suppession pool cooling valve 2RHS*FV38A(B),
at P601.If drywell sprays are not in service, verify pump P1A(B) minimum low
valve 2RHS+MOV4A(B) open, at P601.

22 '3
22.13.1
22.13.2
22.13.3

Shutdown drywell spray, as required, per the following:
Shut outlet to drywell spray 2RHS*MOV24A(B), at P601.
Verify pump lA(B) minimum flow valve 2RHS*MOV4A(B) open, at P601.
Shut outlet to drywell spray 2RHS*MOV4A(B), at P601.

22.14

22.14.1
22.14.2
22.14.3

22.14.4

22.14.5

22.14.6

If suppression chamber spray and drywell spray are shutdown and RHS is
no longer required to running, perform the following:
Stop RHR pump 1A(B) at P601.
Open heat exchanger 1A(B) inlet bypass valve 2RHS*MOV8A(B), at P601.
Shut heat exchanger lA(B) service water outlet valve 2SWP*MOV33A(B),
at P601.
Shut service water inlet to RHR heat, exchanger A(B) 2SWP*MOV90A(B), at
P601.
Notify radiation protection to shut down radiation monitor 23 A/B
sample pump.
Flush and layup RHR HX A(B) with demin water per N2-0P-ll, Section G,
1.0 as required, and time permits.

22.15
22.15.1
22.15.2
22.15.4
22.15.5

22.15.6

22.15.7
22.15.8

RHR A(B) Emergency Refill:
Place RHR pump 1A(B) control switch in PULL-TO-LOCK at P601.
Shut heat exchanger 1A(B) outlet valve 2RHS+MOV12A(B), at P601.
Start RHR pump 1A(B), at F601.
Throttle open heat exchanger 1A(B) inlet bypass valve 2RHS*MOV8A(B),
until RHR A(B) total flow is approximately 500 gpm, at P601.
When RHR A(B) total flow stabilizes, fully open heat exchanger 1A(B)
inlet bypass valve 2RHS*MOV8A(B), at P601.
Open heat exchanger 1A(B) outlet valve 2RHS*MOV12A(B), at P601.
Resume drywell spray/suppression pool spray, as required.

Attachment 23, Containment Level Determination (above el. 224 ft)
Note Drywell pressure must be less than 40 psig, due to CPS relief valve

setpoint.

23.1 Place containment nitrogen makeup low control 2CPS-FV125 control
switch in CLOSE, at P873.
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EOP-6, Attachment 23 (continued)

23.2
23.2.1
23.2.2

23.3

23.3.1
23.3.2

23.4
23.4.1
23.4.2

23.5

Shut the following by momentarily taking control switch to CLOSE:
Suppression chamber N2 makeup outboard IV 2CPS*SOV119, at P873.
Suppression chamber N2 makeup inboard IV 2CPS*SOV121, at P875.

If a LOCA signal is present, place the following keylock control
switches in OVERRIDE:
Purge outboard valves override, at P873.
Purge inboard valves override, at P875.

Open the following by momentarily taking control switch to OPEN.
DW N2 makeup outboard IV 2CPS*SOV120, at P873.
DW N2 makeup inboard IV 2CPS*SOV122, at P875.

Determine primary containment water level.

Attachment 24, DW Unit Cooler OPER. W/LOCA Signal

24.1

24.2
24.2.1
24 '.2
24.2.3
24.2.4

Place division 1 and 2 deywell unit cooler cooling water LOCA override
keylock switch to OVERRIDE at P873.

Open the following, if closed:
2CCPA'MOV124
2CCP%'MOV122
2CCPAMOV265
2CCP%'MOV273

24.3 Place two keylock drywell unit cooler fans GR1/2 LOCA override
switches to OVERRIDE at P873.

24.4
24.4.1
24.4.2
24.4.3
24.4.4
24.4.5
24.4.6
24.4.7
24.4.8
24.4.9
24.4.10

Start the following DRS unit coolers, as required:
2DRS-UC1A
2DRS-UC1B
2DRS-Uclc
2DRS-UC1D
2DRS-UC2A
2DRS-UC2B
2DRS-UC2C
2DRS-UC2D
2DRS-UC3A
2DRS-UC3B

24.5
24.5.1
24.5.2

When no longer required, restore the LOCA override switches to NORMAL:
Division 1 and 2 drywell unit cooler cooling water switches (P873)
Drywell unit cooler fans group 1/2 switches (P873)
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EOP-6, Attachment 25, Defeating Interlocks for Containment Purging

25.1
25.1.1

25.1.2

25 '.3
25.1.4

Defeating Interlocks:
Use N2-OP-61A to perform purge operations with either air or N2. If
N2 purge is desired, high flow and AOV101 is preferred over low flow
makeup and SOV102. The following exceptions to OP-61A may be used:
a. LOCA isolations may be defeated.
b. High radiation (RE105) isolation may be defeated.
c. It is not required to wait for Chemistry purge samples,

venting/purging is done irrespective of the offsite release rate.
Defeat LOCA isolations as follows:
a. Place the purge outboard/inboard valves override switches to

OVERRIDE on P873 and 875.
b. Place a jumper from terminal point M3 to T3 on relay

3A-27-2ISCA02 for 2IAS*SOV168 (ESK 7IAS02) in P854, bay E,
location SG.

c. Place a jumper from terminal point M2 to T2 on relay
3A-27-2ISCB02 for 2IAS*SOV168 (ESK 7IAS04) in P861, bay E,
location SG.

Defeat GTS high exhaust rad isolation (RE105) by pulling F3-2GTSN01 in
P856.
When no longer required, restore the following:
a. Purge outboard/inboard valves override switches on P873 and 875

to NORMAL.
Jumper installed in Step 25.1.2.b removed.
Jumper installed in Step 25.1.2.c removed.
Fuse F3-2GTSN01 installed.

Attachment 26, Defeating HVR LOCA Isolation Signals

26.1
26.1.1
26.1.2

To defeat LOCA isolation signals to HVR, lift the following leads:
At P859 lead M4 or R4 from relay 3A-10-2ISCA02
At P861 lead M4 or R4 from relay 3B-10-2ISCB02

26.2 Restart normal HVR ventilation per N2-0P-52.

26.3
26.3.1
26.1.2

When no longer required, restore the following leads:
At P859 lead M4 or R4 from relay 3A-10-2ISCA02
At P861 lead M4 or R4 from relay 3B-10-2ISCB02
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